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SUMMARY
Optics and photonics enable important technological solutions for critical areas
such as health, communications, energy, and manufacturing. Novel nanofabrication
techniques, on the other hand, have enabled the realization of ever shirking devices.
On-chip photonic micro-resonators, the fabrication of which was made possible in the
recent decade thanks to the progress in nanofabrication, provide a sensitive and scal-
able transduction mechanism that can be used for biochemical sensing applications.
The recognition and quantification of biological molecules is of great interest for
a wide range of applications from environmental monitoring and hazard detection
to early diagnosis of diseases such as cancer and heart failure. A sensitive and scal-
able biosensor platform based on an optimized array of silicon nitride microring res-
onators is proposed for multiplexed, rapid, and label-free detection of biomolecules.
The miniature dimension of the proposed sensor allows for the realization of hand-
held detection devices for limited-resource and point-of-care applications. To realize
these sensors, the design, fabrication, stabilization, and integration challenges are ad-
dressed. Especially, the focus is placed on solving a major problem in using resonance-
based integrated photonic sensors (i.e., the insufficiency of wavelength scan accuracy
in typical tunable lasers available) by using an interferometric referencing technique
for accurate resonance tracking. This technique can improve the limit of detection
of the proposed sensor by more than one order of magnitude. The method does not
require any temperature control or cooling, and the biosensor platform does not re-
quire narrow linewidths necessary for the biosensors based on ultrahigh quality factor




Compact, sensitive, and low-cost sensors are of great interest in diverse areas such as
medicine, threat-agent detection, automotive and aerospace industries, environmental
monitoring, agriculture, food safety, and pharmacology. Advances in nanotechnology
have enabled the fabrication of lab-on-chip sensors that serve this purpose. There is
a sizable demand for biosensors of different kinds around the globe. The combined
annual growth rate (CAGR) of the biosensor market for the 2008-2018 period is
estimated to be 11% in Asia-Pacific, and 10.7% in the U.S. The global market for
biosensors is estimated to reach US$16.8 billion by 2018 [1]. The projected biosensor
market sectors for 2016 in Figure 1 shows that about two-thirds of the demand in the
future years is expected to come from medical tests and diagnostic applications. The
share of photonic biosensors out of this market is valued at an estimated amount of
$0.5 billion, with a CAGR of approximately 9% [2].
On-chip electro-optical devices have a great promise for the realization of lab-
on-chip biochemical sensors. The definition of the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) for an electrochemical biosensor is ”a self-contained inte-
grated device which is capable of providing specific quantitative or semi-quantitative
analytical information using a biological recognition element which is in direct spatial
contact with a transducer element.”[3] Scores of photonic [4], mechanical [5], and
electrochemical [6–8] sensing mechanisms have been proposed and integrated into
miniaturized sensor platforms to address biological and chemical detection needs.
While optical sensors rely on changes in the optical characteristics of the sensor
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Figure 1: Projected percent revenue of global biosensor market for 2016 [9].
(such as resonance or light phase) for monitoring the environmental changes, electro-
chemical sensors rely on electrical potential (in the case of potentiometric transducers)
or current (as in the case of amperometric transducers) detected using an electrode
in contact with the biological recognition element [7]. I briefly introduce and com-
pare major, relevant works on different types of integrated biosensors in subsequent
sections.
1.1 Mechanical and Electrochemical Integrated Sensors
The binding of the target molecules to the surface of a free-standing structure causes
a surface-tension and results in bending of the structure. Surface-stress mechanical
sensors record the deflection of a cantilever as a measure of the number of molecules
binding to the surface of the cantilever [10]. The static-mode deflection of a gold-
coated silicon (Si) cantilever has been demonstrated to result in a limit of detection
(LOD) of about 1nM for detecting proteins in solution phase [11]. In a static-mode
sensor the cantilever does not move as long as the number and configuration of the
molecules on its surface remain the same. In a dynamic-mode mechanical sensor,
however, the cantilever resonates, and the detection measure is the resonance shift of
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the cantilever [12]. The quality factor of the resonator (i.e., the cantilever) is impor-
tant for an accurate detection. To increase the quality factor (Q) of these sensors,
two common techniques include: designing the device to operate at higher resonance
frequencies (by shrinking the dimensions or using higher order modes [13, 14]), and
containing the test fluid inside the cantilever using suspended microchannel resonators
(SMRs) [15]. Because of the fluid viscous damping, mechanical sensors typically have
a much better mass resolution in vacuum than solution phase. By dynamic-mode
in vacuo detection, the femtomolar detection of prostate specific antigen (PSA) in
serum has been demonstrated [16]. Compared to micron-sized mechanical sensors,
fluid-based [17] and in vacuo [18] quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) devices have
larger dimensions (few centimeters), though they can also achieve femtomolar LODs.
Another major category of biosensors utilizes electrochemical mechanisms for sens-
ing. The work of Clark and Lydon in 1962 marks the beginning of the history of
modern electrochemical biosensors [19]. Clark oxygen detector, an early form of
the modern electrochemical sensors, was manufactured by Yellow Spring Instrument
Company in 1974 to serve as the first commercial glucose sensor. Today, glucose
biosensors, which were initially called ”enzyme electrodes”, command half of the
biosensor market in terms of the number of biosensors produced. Electrochemical
sensors depend on the measurement of either the voltage or the current of the elec-
trodes in contact with the analyte. The readout reports on the molecular reactions
taking place at the vicinity of the electrodes. Biocatalytic electrochemical sensors are
based on the reaction of enzymes, whole cells, or tissue slices with the target analyte.
The majority of glucose sensors use glucose oxidase enzyme (GOx), and thus fall into
this category. Affinity electrochemical sensors, in contrast, detect the reaction of bio-
functional recognition elements such as antibodies and nucleic acids. These sensors
can be employed for the specific detection of complex biomolecules using their specific
biofunctionalities [20, 21].
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In the more recent and modern versions of electrochemical sensors, nanowires,
single wall, and multi wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT and MWCNT), have been
used as nano-electrodes to demonstrate LODs of few zetamolars for detecting pro-
teins [22], and ∼10 pM for deoxyribonucleic acids (DNAs) [23]. On the flip side,
according to some recent estimates of the binding kinetics at low concentrations for
such tiny electrodes, the binding events occur once every few days [10, 24], a major
hit to the turn-around time of these nano-electrode sensors. It has also been reported
that the addition of bioreceptors on the surface can have a deleterious effect on the
performance of semiconductor nanowires [25]. Furthermore, the performance of the
device is sensitive to the Debye length of the analyte. In other words, a change in the
pH or salt concentration can result in a different readout, for the same concentration
of the target biomolecule [26–28].
1.2 Optical Integrated Sensors
The interaction of light with matter is another transduction mechanism upon the
principles of which a sensor can be realized. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sen-
sors monitor the shift in the resonance at a metal-dielectric interface [29]. The phase
matching condition, for the evanescent light at the interface and the surface plasmon
polariton (SPP) in the metal, determines the resonance wavelength of the structure.
The binding of the biomolecules to the surface changes the real part of SPP propaga-
tion constant, and thus results in a resonance shift. Designs based on prisms, gratings,
and fibers have been demonstrated for this type of transducer [30]. Commercial SPR
systems are capable of reaching LODs of 0.1 pg/mm2 [31]. For lab-on-chip devices,
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) is a more suitable option as the plasmon-
polariton is formed in a nanoparticle, which can be excited by the elements of an
optical circuit on the chip, in addition to their higher field enhancement that reduces
the power consumption [30, 32]. The interest in LSPR sensors increased especially
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after the discovery of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). As compared to
SPR sensors, the decay length of the light is about 50 times shorter in LSPR sensors,
which gives them a competitive edge over SPR sensors for single-particle spectroscopy
and detection [33]. Recent notable works on LSPR sensors include the demonstra-
tion of an LOD of ∼40 fg/mm2 for monolayers [34, 35], and detection of individual
unbinding events for antibody-antigens [36] and individual molecules [37, 38]
Dielectric on-chip photonic devices have proven to be compact, sensitive transduc-
ers. Integrated grating couplers, interrogated by an angle-resolved detection system,
can sense deposition of monolayers on their surfaces [39]. Using long-period gratings
inscribed by UV light in a photonic crystal fiber, sensitivities of 1.4 nm/nm (resonance
shift divided by the thickness of the monolayer) have been demonstrated [40].
On-chip waveguides in interferometric configurations are another category of sensi-
tive devices. For instance, integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI) are based
on the splitting of light (typically coherent) into two arms; one of which exposed
to the analyte, while the other covered with a protective layer [41]. Using 1.8 mm
long silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguides, MZI sensors have achieved LODs of 0.3
pg/mm2 [42]. In MZI sensors the light in the two arms are combined on the chip and
the intensity of the combined light is detected as a measure of relative phase change.
A closely related configuration, Young’s interferometer, lets the two beams interfere
in the free space to form interferometric fringes recorded by a charge-coupled display
(CCD) or a detector array [43, 44]. This sensor has been commercialized [45], and
in later improvements, by using 4 mm long arms in silicon nitride (SiN), an LOD of
20 fg/mm2 [46] has been demonstrated, with the prospect of single-virus detection
claimed [46].
In addition to interference, resonance can also provide us with sensitive trans-
ducers. Photonic crystals have proven to provide high Q and small mode volumes
[47, 48]. High Q and small mode volume help achieve better LODs. Two-dimensional
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(2D) photonic crystal sensors with surface detection limits of about 5×102 pg/mm2
have been demonstrated [49]. By designing a photonic crystal with a slot void in
the center, sensitivities up to 1500 nm/RIU with a Q of about 5×104 have been
reported [50]. One-dimensional (1D) photonic crystals, also called nanobeams, fabri-
cated by scalable deep ultra-violet (UV) lithography have recently been reported with
a surface sensitivity of ∼0.1 nm/nm and a Q of ∼ 104 [51]. Another report by the
same group demonstrates the detection of single polystyrene particles with diameters
down to 25nm using these resonators [52]. This report (Q=3.5×104 in water, at a
wavelength of 1550 nm) matches the capabilities previously demonstrated for high-Q
microspheres (Q=6.4×105) [53], and microtoroids (Q=108) [54].
Traveling wave resonators typically have higher Qs compared to photonic crys-
tal structures. Microtoroids with linewidths as narrow as few femtometers in water
(corresponding to Qs of ∼108) are possible to fabricate [54]. The higher the Q, the
finer the measurement resolutions, provided that the resonance detection is limited
by the amplitude noise on the detected signal. On the other hand, for linear systems,
the LOD is determined by the resonance shift divided by the minimum detectable
shift (measurement resolution). Since the sensitivity of these ultrahigh-Q devices is
typically less than the lower-Q resonators, the improvement of the Q by itself does
not guarantee an improved device performance. In fact, in cases where the minimum
detectable shift is limited by spectral measurement resolution or thermal noise in the
resonator, using a high-Q but otherwise low-sensitivity (in terms of resonance shift)
device will result in a degradation of LOD. For example, the resonance shift of the mi-
crotoroid in [54] is ∼0.5 fm for 25 nm polystyrene beads, where the same shift for the
nanobeam resonator in [52] is 170 fm. Considering the fact that the linewidth of the
external cavity diode laser used in the former is on the same order as its shift (∼0.1
fm), it has a slim margin before hitting the limit by the laser phase noise. Hence,
the considerably higher Q of the microtoroid resonator, compared to the nanobeam
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resonator, will not be of much help beyond this point, unless lasers with narrower
linewidths are used.
Microring and microdisk resonators are another type of traveling wave resonators.
Compared to photonic crystals, they are more tolerant to fabrication imperfections
and can offer high Qs [55–57]. Microrings fabricated in polymers and dielectrics
have been demonstrated for sensitive gas and biological sensing [58–61]. The CMOS
compatible fabrication of dielectric microrings enables high-yield and high-throughput
fabrication of large arrays of microring resonators. It is possible for this fabrication
to be performed by deep UV lithography or by being taped out to foundries such as
IMEC, as some groups in the academia and industry currently do. The relatively large
refractive index contrast between the core and the cladding enables the realization of
compact devices with dimensions down to a few microns, which helps to reduce the
overall footprint of the multiplexed microarrays based on these elements.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is presented in three main sections: biosensor platform and mul-
tiplexed sensing results, an interferometric method for wavelength noise reduction,
and theoretical noise studies. In Chapter 2, the optical theory and modeling of the
microring resonators are presented. Important properties of silicon nitride material
platform for the realization of a resonance-based integrated photonics resonator are
discussed. The design of the microring sensors and their performance characteristics
are presented using numerical simulations, and the optimum design is presented.
Chapter 3 includes the details of nano-fabrication, surface chemistry, bio-receptor
immobilization, microfluidic packaging, and optical characterization. The problem
of waveguide-resonator coupling optimization is investigated and a systematic op-
timization approach based on the specifics of noise characteristics in the system is
presented. The results of multiplexed sensing experiments (for glycan-lectin and
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antibody-antigen pairs) and preconcentration experiments are presented and dis-
cussed.
In Chapter 4, a statistical analysis of amplitude noise and its effect on the error
in resonance detection are introduced. Closed-form relations for the estimation of
resonance detection error for two commonly used resonance detection methods (i.e.,
absolute minimum method, and linear regression method) are derived. A fundamental
difference between the two methods and the dependence of their performance on noise
characteristics are explained for the case of quantization noise, as an example.
Chapter 5 describes a comprehensive study of the sources of noise in the character-
ization system. Three major categories of noise: temperature noise, amplitude noise,
and wavelength noise are evaluated based on experimental measurements and numer-
ical simulations (Monte Carlo and finite element method), to identify the dominant
source noise. I find that the dominant source of the noise is wavelength noise, and
introduce an efficient interferometric method based on inverse-function calculation of
the wavelength to suppress the wavelength noise, without any need to temperature
stabilization or requiring moving parts in the interferometer. Chapter 6 includes some
suggestion for the continuation of the work.
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CHAPTER II
SILICON NITRIDE MICRORING RESONATORS
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the preliminary work on the design of microring resonators is pre-
sented. Microring resonators provide a compact, sensitive, and scalable transducer
that enable the realization of versatile and highly multiplexed arrays for label-free
sensing. The immobilization of biological recognition elements, such as glycans or
antibodies, makes the sensor both sensitive and selective to the target analyte of in-
terest. Moreover, the integration of microfluidic channels facilitates the delivery of
small volumes of analyte, in addition to helping to cope with the diffusion barrier.
2.2 Microring Resonator Transducers
The resonance wavelength of a microring resonator is dependent on the refractive
index of the material surrounding the resonator. Thus, any refractive index changes
around the resonator, within the evanescent tail of the resonator mode, result in a
resonance shift. Having a higher refractive index than water, the biomolecules at the
vicinity of the resonator can be detected by monitoring the resonance shift. For a
ring-shaped resonator, the periodic boundary condition, necessary for satisfying the





where m is azimuthal mode order, R is the average radius of the microring, and neff
is the effective index of the waveguide comprising the resonator. The biomolecules
change the effective index of the microring, which results in a shift in the resonance
wavelength. Finite element method (FEM) implemented in a COMSOL environment
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was used to solve axisymmetric Maxwell equations at the cross section of the mi-
croring. The theoretical basics of microring resonators can be found for instance in
references [63–66]. The perturbation caused by the biomolecules is related to the











where λ0 is the resonance wavelength, ε(r̄) is permittivity as a function of location,
∆ε(r̄) is the change in local permittivity, n(r̄) is local refractive index, ∆n(r̄) is the
change in local refractive index, and Ē(r̄) is electric field. Equations (2a) and (2b) are
identical for infinitesimally small perturbations. However, both formulas deviate from
the actual resonance shift for larger values of ∆ε (or ∆n). As illustrated in Figure (2),
the perturbation relation based on refractive index introduces smaller error. This fact
is observed for other resonators in our work as well. Thus, where required, refractive
index, rather than permittivity, will be used as the perturbation parameter.
Figure 2: The COMSOL simulation and perturbation theory calculation of the reso-
nance shift for a 5-nm-thick organic monolayer on the top, left, and right surfaces of
the resonator. The cross section of a Si resonator on oxide substrate with air cladding
is shown in the inset. The inner radius is 10 µm.
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The smallest quantity of the target material (for instance quantified by the con-
centration of a target biomolecules) that can be differentiated from blank (the lack of
any target biomolecules at the input), within a confidence interval of about 99%, is de-






where σ is the standard deviation of the output without any changes in the input, and
S is the sensitivity. The sensitivity is defined as output shift per the unit of the input.
The input is typically defined in terms of either the bulk refractive index in cladding,
the thickness of the biomolecule layer bound to the surface, the surface density of
bound biomolecules, or analyte concentration. Setting the detection limit at the
3σ-level of the system noise (assumed to be Gaussian) ensures that the probability
of a false positive (a.k.a. type I or α error) for blank input is less than 0.003. The
improvement of sensor performance comes through the enhancement of the sensitivity
(S), or by employing more precise measurement techniques to reduce 3σ.
For the sensors relying on resonance shift, the error in resonance detection is
assumed to scale with the linewidth of resonance. The rationale is that if the linewidth
is scaled by a factor of two (for example), the sampling rate can also be scaled in the
same way. Thus, if the integration time per sample is kept the same, the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) remains as before, while the wavelength axis is scaled by a factor of
two. Hence with any arbitrary signal processing method used for resonance detection,
the error in resonance detection also scales by the same factor of two. This means




This relation provides a basis to compare LOD of different sensors in a unified con-
text. It should be noted that this simple equation does not relate all the details
about the advantages and limitations of the sensors. As briefly discussed before, and
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demonstrated in the next chapter, the introduction of other sources of noise, such as
spectral noise or thermal fluctuations, makes the comparison more delicate.
2.3 Material Platform and Operation Wavelength
The sensor material platform affects critically the sensor performance. Dielectric
resonators have been demonstrated in different material platforms including silicon
(Si)[68], silicon nitride (SiN)[69, 70], indium phosphide (InP)[71], and polymers[58].
Stoichiometric SiN is an appropriate choice as it is compatible with the majority
of surface functionalization protocols that use such chemicals as acetone and pi-
ranha. In addition, SiN has a relatively small thermo-optic coefficient (TOC). De-
spite several temperature compensation techniques proposed for integrated photonic
resonators[72, 73], the temperature difference between the sensor and the reference
resonators is still a source of device-level thermal noise. Small TOC of SiN results
in the suppression of this thermal effect by one order of magnitude compared to Si,
InP, gallium arsenide, and titania [74–76]. It is worth mentioning that designing the
device to get ∂neff/∂T ' 0, as is the rationale of most athermal designs, does not
help in reducing the fundamental thermodynamic noise in the device. I will discuss
this noise in detail in Section 5.3.1. As the origin of this noise is not just the fluctu-
ations of the average temperature, athermal designs aimed at zeroing the average do
not help. In this sense, SiN or silicon dioxide (SiO2) have an inherent advantage over
Si for their smaller TOC.
Furthermore, stoichiometric SiN has two important advantages in terms of system
cost. First, it can be deposited using inexpensive processes such as low-pressure
chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). Second, it is transparent to near infrared and
visible wavelengths, which enables the use of low-cost Si photodetectors in the system.
Si microrings have been used for biosensing at wavelengths around 1550 nm, where
Si has a very low loss, and laser sources are widely available. The wavelength window
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around 1300 nm is also of interest, for which water absorption is much less than
that at 1550 nm, while Si is still transparent to the light. However, Si-based designs
basically entail wavelengths that are not absorbed by Si, and thus Si detectors can
not be used for the detection of light. This especially becomes an issue if large arrays
of microrings are needed for multiplexed detection, for which either the microrings
should be interrogated one by one, or an expensive III-IV detector array should be
used. In contrast, stoichiometric SiN enables the employment of Si detectors, thus
reducing system cost considerably. Furthermore, water absorption at 670 nm (red
laser) is 4.7×10−3 cm−1, compared to 1.3 cm−1 at 1300 nm, and 11.7 cm−1 at 1550
nm [77]. Thus, for biosensing applications, visible light is subject to much lower loss
compared to infrared (IR). This enables the achievement of higher Qs and better
LODs with water cladding. Visible wavelengths are also of interest for sensing as
other sensing modalities such as fluorescence sensing can be integrated to the same
platform without the need for additional laser sources [78]. Addition of parallel
sensing mechanisms will provide extra information that will enhance the specificity
and sensitivity of the whole sensing system. SiN microrings have been researched for
gas [60] and biological sensing [79] at IR wavelengths. Other variations such as slot
microring at ∼1300 nm [72, 80], and ultrathin microrings at 790 nm [81] wavelengths,
have also been investigated. Furthermore, stoichiometric SiN has two important
advantages in terms of system cost. First, it can be deposited using inexpensive
processes such as low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). Second, it is
transparent to near infrared and visible wavelengths, which enables the use of low-
cost Si photodetectors in the system. Si microrings have been used for biosensing
at wavelengths around 1550 nm, where Si has a very low loss, and laser sources are
widely available. The wavelength window around 1300 nm is also of interest, for which
water absorption is much less than that at 1550 nm, while Si is still transparent to the
light. However, Si-based designs basically entail wavelengths that are not absorbed
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by Si, and thus Si detectors can not be used for the detection of light. This especially
becomes an issue if large arrays of microrings are needed for multiplexed detection,
for which either the microrings should be interrogated one by one, or an expensive
III-IV detector array should be used. In contrast, stoichiometric SiN enables the
employment of Si detectors, thus reducing system cost considerably. Furthermore,
water absorption at 670 nm (red laser) is 4.7×10−3 cm−1, compared to 1.3 cm−1
at 1300 nm, and 11.7 cm−1 at 1550 nm [77]. Thus, for biosensing applications,
visible light is subject to much lower loss compared to infrared (IR). This enables
the achievement of higher Qs and better LODs with water cladding (see Equation 4).
Visible wavelengths are also of interest for sensing as other sensing modalities such
as fluorescence sensing can be integrated to the same platform without the need
for additional laser sources [78]. Addition of parallel sensing mechanisms will provide
extra information that will enhance the specificity and sensitivity of the whole sensing
system. SiN microrings have been researched for gas [60] and biological sensing [79]
at IR wavelengths. Other variations such as slot microring at ∼1300 nm [72, 80], and
ultrathin microrings at 790 nm [81] wavelengths, have also been investigated.
2.4 Microring Design and Optimization
Numerical simulation is used to design the microring geometry so that the free spectral
range (FSR) is about 4 nm, resulting in two azimuthal modes for each resonance
within the 8 nm scanning window of our external cavity diode laser. This requires an
outer radius of 8 µm. The width of the microring is chosen so that the microring is
radially single-mode, desired for a spectrally multiplexed device. In the single-mode
range of width, wider microrings will have better Qs, while the sensitivity decreases
with the width. These specifications for a SiN microring with water cladding, oxide
substrate, a SiN film thickness of 240 nm, an outer radius of 8 µm, and working
around λ = 655 nm are presented in Table 1. The linewidth of the microring for
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the range of widths and radii we are concerned with will depend on the quality of
fabrication. However, other specifications of the microring are expected to closely
match the simulations. The optimization of the sensor at this stage was performed
with regard to Q.S as the figure of merit (see Equation 4). According to the sharp
drop of Q observed for widths of 400 nm and narrower, and relatively slower variations
of S in this range of widths, the highest LODs are expected to be achieved around
widths of 500 nm, corresponding to Qs in the range of 3-6×104 in water. This width
has been used in the fabrications.
Table 1: The specifications of a single-mode SiN microring versus its width (simulated
by COMSOL). The cladding is water, the substrate is SiO2, the outer radius is
8 µm, and the SiN film thickness 240 nm. The surface sensitivity is calculated for an
organic monolayer with an index of 1.45. The temperature sensitivity reported here
corresponds to material TOC (excluding thermal expansion).
FSR neff ∆λ/∆T Bulk S. Surface S.
width (nm) (pm/◦C) (nm/RIU) (pm/nm)
(nm) TE TM TE TM TE TM TE TM TE TM
300 3.95 4.00 1.66 1.64 -3.4 -2.5 70 65 159 137
400 3.97 3.97 1.74 1.68 -0.75 -1.5 40 53 102 119
500 4.05 4.00 1.78 1.71 0.28 -1.1 29 48 75 109
600 4.10 4.01 1.88 1.80 0.79 -0.88 23 45 62 105
In order to compensate for temperature drifts, a subset of the microrings are
dedicated to referencing by means of the differential measurement of resonance shift
[73, 82]. The reference microring is isolated from the solution by a protective oxide
layer. Thus, the differential resonance shift, as the measure of the bound analyte on
the surface, is not affected by the common temperature drift in the microrings, or a





In addition to material platform, which was discussed in the previous chapter, proper
sensor design includes the optimization of its geometry. For optimization of LOD in
resonance-based sensors, typical design procedures seek to minimize 1/Q.S, where Q
is the quality factor of the resonance, and S is its sensitivity[83]. On the other hand,
it is a well established design procedure to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
with the ”signal” typically defined as the extinction of the resonance[84]. However,
in optimization cases that require a compromise between the SNR and Q, a unified
approach encompassing both these factors simultaneously is missing from the litera-
ture. An example of such a compromise is the optimization of waveguide-resonator
coupling that simultaneously affects the SNR (through changing the extinction) and
loaded Q.
In this chapter, I demonstrate that to achieve optimal LOD, the resonance line-
shape curvature at the resonance wavelength is the single important parameter of the
lineshape that should be optimized. This parameter includes contributions from both
the linewidth and the extinction. The waveguide-resonator gap is then used to tune
the coupling strength, which in turn tunes the resonance curvature. A full biosen-
sor based on the optimized elements is fabricated, and functionalized with glycan
bioreceptor molecules. Glycans are carbohydrate molecules that specifically recog-
nize toxins and other bio-functional molecules[85]. The solution of target molecules
is delivered through a microfluidic flow cell to reduce the response time and minimize
the required sample volume[86].
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In Section 3.2, I explain device theory, methods, and fabrication. The device
is covered with a protective oxide layer to isolate the reference microrings from the
test sample, and also to protect the waveguides from physical damages. To pattern
the protective oxide layer, I use a swabbing lift-off method to increase lift-off quality
compared to oxide lift-off using sonication. The optimization of resonance-waveguide
coupling is elaborated in Section 3.3. The objective of this optimization is to minimize
detection vulnerability to noise while accommodating the effects of the resonance
extinction and the loaded Q. Section 3.4 explains microring surface activation, glycan
immobilization, and the fabrication of microfluidic flow cell are also described in
this section. The sensor is used for label-free, specific, and multiplexed detection of
Aleuria Aurantia Lectin and Sambucus Nigra Lectin in Section 3.5. Specificity to
target bio-molecules is achieved by the immobilization of 3FL and 2,6-NA2 glycans
on the surface of the microrings. The conclusion is presented in Section 3.8.1.
3.2 Biosensor Platform: Fabrication, Packaging, and Op-
tical System
3.2.1 Photonic Device Fabrication
The sensor array consists of five SiN microring resonators coupled to a common bus
waveguide, as shown in Figure 3. The width of the bus waveguide and the microrings
is 500 nm to ensure single-mode operation. The outer radius of each microring is
about 8 µm. Slight offsets in the radii of the microrings on each waveguide result in
spectral offsets on their resonance wavelengths. This offset prevents resonance overlap
in the spectral domain. It should be noted that the addition of organic bio-receptor
layers also shifts the resonances, depending on the size of the bio-receptor molecules
and their surface density. This fact should be taken into account if the resonances
are to be designed equidistant in the spectrum.
Device thin film stack is fabricated by thermal oxidation of a standard eight-inch
Si wafer to grow 4 µm thermal silicon oxide (SiO2), followed by the deposition of
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: Microscope images of (a) a microring array, and (b) an individual microring.
The width of each microring is 500 nm to ensure single-mode operation, and its radius
is about 8 µm.
240 nm stoichiometric SiN using low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD).
Thermal oxidation and SiN deposition are performed by Rogue Valley Microsystems
(Medford, OR, USA) The device pattern is written into ZEP520A electron-beam
resist (Zeon Corp.) by JEOL JBX-9300FS electron-beam lithography (EBL) system,
and transferred into the SiN layer by inductively coupled plasma etching using CF4
chemistry, leaving no SiN pedestal. Standard ZEP520A spin coat protocol and a
dosage of 220 µC/cm2 is used for the EBL. I use ESPACER 300Z (Showa Denko
K.K.; Singapore) in EBL process to prevent excessive charge-up. The resist is rinsed
by de-ionized (DI) water for 1 min, developed for 2 min in amyl acetate, and then
soaked for 30 s in isopropyl alcohol (IPA). The residual resist after etching is stripped
using Microposit remover 1165 (Shipley).
3.2.2 Protective Layer: Oxide Lift-off
Oxide deposition and lift-off are performed to open circular windows above the three
sensing microrings on an otherwise oxide-covered chip. To do so, Shipley 1827 resist is
spin coated at 500 RPM for 10 s and then 4000 RPM for 60 s, followed by 1 min bake at
150 ◦C on a hotplate. Photolithography is done using 365 nm UV light with a dosage
of 150 mJ/cm2. Subsequently, the chips are developed in Microposit MF-319 for 50 s
with gentle agitation, and then rinsed in DI water. A final one-minute descum in
oxygen plasma removes the residual resist. As a result, the three sensing microrings
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Figure 4: A schematic illustration of major device fabrication steps.
are covered by the Shipley 1827 resist while the rest of the substrate is exposed.
Using low-temperature plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), 2 µm
of protective oxide is deposited on the chip at a temperature of 100 ◦C. Next, the
chip is submerged in acetone for 10 min and then gently brushed with an acetone-
soaked swab to remove the residue of Shipley 1827 resist and expose the sensing
microrings. The chip is finally cleaved to make the waveguides accessible at the edges
of the chip for input/output laser coupling. Major fabrication steps are schematically
demonstrated in Figure 4.
I found the use of a swab more reliable than ultrasonics bath for oxide lift-off.
The force applied by the swab is mainly exerted to the bumps created by the circular
patterns of the resist, as opposed to other flat areas. Since the adhesion of low-
temperature oxide to the SiN layer is not strong, the ultrasonic agitations can lift the
oxide off at undesired areas.
One of the challenges in the EBL on SiN was charge-up. Because of the insulating
nature of the ZEP, SiN, and SiO2 layers, incoming EBL electrons cannot leave the area
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easily after hitting the surface. This results in a charge accumulation that deflects
the EBL electrons beam. Hence, even with sufficient calibration of the EBL machine
position accuracy is severely lost. Figure 5a shows stitching error in the EBL machine,
a common cause of which is charge-up. The EBL machine parses the pattern into
windows of 500 nm by 500 nm, and the segments of a waveguide that cross the borders
of these windows will be exposed at different occasions. Considerable accumulation
of charge in between writing these two segments results in beam deflection and a shift
between these segments as observed in this figure. To solve this problem, I added a
thin film of of Espacer on my samples right before EBL exposure, as explained above.
For less severe charge-up situations, the pattern may not be totally displaced but
still the resist can get over-exposed or under-exposed at critical locations. This change
in the effective dosage occurs because of EBL beam deflection. After the development
of the resist, the under-exposed areas will contain too much residue of the resist, and
not-to-be-exposed areas will be partially dissolved in the developer. This process
results in an undesirable etch profile. One such example, which was observed when
Espacer was not used, is shown in Figure 5c.
After the EBL and development, the sample is etched in a plasma chamber. Fig-
ure 5b shows the top surface of ZEP resist after etch. Because of the considerable
roughness in the ZEP surface, a relatively thick layer of ZEP is coated on the samples
(typically, about 600 nm at the above-mentioned spin speed) to prevent a complete
removal of the resist at any points on the SiN device. With a typical etch rate of
40 nm/min, only around half of the ZEP layer is expected to be etched.
Eventually, the sample is cleaved at the edges for light coupling. The cleaving
process usually generates debris and particles, an example of which is shown in Fig-
ure 5d. For this reason, the cleaving is deferred until the very last step of fabrication
when the device has a protective oxide layer. Even if a fraction of the debris do not







Figure 5: Common fabrication imperfections. (a) Electron beam lithography stitch-
ing error, a typical reason of which is charge-up. (b) Uneven etching of ZEP e-beam
resist on the top, which necessitates the spin coating of relatively thicker layers of
ZEP. (c) A roughly etched SiN waveguide. This is most likely due to severe EBL
charge-up that has changes the exposure dosage of the resist. (d) An example of
debris and particles sitting on the chip after cleaving that can result in substantial
optical loss if they remain on the waveguides or resonators.
layer keeps them few microns away from the waveguides or resonators.
3.2.3 Biosensor Characterization Setup
As shown in Figure 6, the laser light (652 − 660 nm, Newport TLB 6305) is passed
through a half-wave plate, a polarizing beam splitter, and a lens to have the light with
transverse magnetic (TM, magnetic field in the device plane) polarization focused
at the input facet of the sensor chip. The light exiting the output waveguide is
projected onto a photodetector (Thorlabs PDA36A silicon amplified detector) using
another long working distance lens. The laser is controlled by a LabVIEW software
that scans the wavelength over the 652.4− 660 nm window, while the readout of the
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photodecetors is synchronously recorded by a USB-6211 National Instrument data
acquisition (DAQ) device. The laser scan rate is 1 nm/s and sampling resolution is
0.25 pm. Normalized transmission spectrum is calculated by dividing the transmitted
power to baseline power. The baseline power is calculated by low-pass filtering the
transmitted power to remove higher frequency features of the spectrum. An in-house
data analysis software in MATLAB environment tracks the resonance shifts in time.
3.3 Sensor Optimization: Q versus SNR
3.3.1 Defining the Figure of Merit
Waveguide-resonator coupling determines the extinction and the loaded Q of the
resonance. The strength of this coupling depends on the gap between the waveguide
and the resonator. Proper choice of this gap helps maximize resonance sharpness.
A sharper lineshape helps detect the resonance more accurately at any specific noise
level.
An important aspect of the resonance detection procedure is the specific data pro-
cessing algorithm employed. Our argument here is mainly focused on a quadratic fit
to the data around the resonance, as the resonance detection algorithm. A quadratic
fit using linear regression[87] is a fast, universal, and versatile method that can rival
more sophisticated but sensitive detection methods such as a non-linear parametric
fit[72]. Although parametric fits in general are more accurate when we have an ac-
curate parametric model of the lineshape (e.g., Lorentzian function), in practice the
uncertainty about the actual resonance function impedes the performance of these
parametric fits. The discrepancy between the model and actual lineshape comes from
various sources of reflection in the device, such as fabrication imperfections and the
edges of circular openings on the waveguides, which result in lineshape deformation.
In this condition, a Lorentzian fit does not necessarily lead to a more accurate de-

















Figure 6: Optical characterization system. (a) The dominant polarization axis of the
laser light is rotated by a half-wave plate (HP) to make it parallel to the surface of
the sensor chip, and a polarizing beam splitter (S) passes only the TM polarization
toward two alignment mirrors (M1 and M2). The TM-polarized light is focused on
the input facet of the bus waveguide using a long working distance lens (L1). Using a
second lens (L2), the light leaving the chip is projected on a photodetector, the data
of which is sampled by a data acquisition card and processed by a personal computer
(PC). A syringe pump in negative pressure mode draws the analyte solution into
a microfluidic chip and then into a waste syringe. (b) Characterization setup and
packaged sensor. (c) A packaged sensor on the characterization setup.
lineshape deformation, the lineshape still follows a general quadratic function around
the resonance.
The Lorentzian lineshape of the microring resonances can be approximated by
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a quadratic polynomial around its dip. The quadratic polynomial is determined by
two parameters: its curvature (κ0), and the amplitude of its minimum point (i.e., a
vertical offset). The latter does not affect the resonance detection accuracy because
a homogeneous shift in the amplitudes of all data points does not shift the resonance
along the wavelength axis. Thus, as far as detection accuracy is concerned, the only
important parameter is the lineshape curvature.
Beside the lineshape curvature, noise level should also be considered in the cou-
pling optimization. If the noise is intensity-independent, the extinction of the reso-
nance does not affect the noise level. However, for an intensity-dependent noise, the
extinction determines the noise level around the resonance dip. It is therefore neces-
sary for the optimization procedure to simultaneously minimize the noise level (σn)
while maximizing the curvature (κ0). The end goal of this optimization to minimize
the error in resonance detection when the measurement contains noise. In this regard,
it should be noted that an identical scaling of all measurements (i.e., the lineshape
and the noise level) does not change the resonance detection accuracy. Hence, we
would like the figure of merit (FOM) not to change under such a scaling. Hence,
I define the figure of merit as the ratio of σn and κ0, since both parameters scale





Although I introduced the FOM in Equation 5 through a general discussion of its
requirements and some hand-waving, a rigorous analysis of my resonance detection
method (using quadratic fit) supports this FOM.[87] In the argument presented above
I highlighted the general characteristics of this FOM, such as invariance to scaling,
beyond the quadratic fit method in specific.
By using the FOM defined in Equation 5, we do not need to optimize the Q or
SNR separately. This FOM is the ultimate criteria for optimizing the performance of
the sensor in terms of amplitude noise, which is the objective in the optimization of
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Q and SNR.
3.3.2 Noise Measurement for Calculation of FOM
To calculate the FOM in Equation 5, I first study the σn in the numerator. To
measure the intensity dependence of noise in my setup, I replace the sensor chip with
a polarizer. The polarizer acts as a variable attenuator since the laser light has a
major axis of polarization. At any specific wavelength, the sensor device is a linear
system with a determined attenuation (and a phase response that is not picked up by
the photodetector). Thus, an attenuator can be used to measure the effective noise
on every data point of the spectrum.
For noise measurement, the laser wavelength is scanned from 652.4 to 660 nm
with a constant current of 43.5 mA. Photodetector gain is 40 dB. Since laser output
power varies slowly over the scan window, the baseline is calculated by applying a
21-point moving average filter to the data in a MATLAB environment. The difference
between the raw readout and the baseline is considered as the noise. For each specific
attenuation (i.e., polarizer angle), the standard deviation of noise (σn) is calculated
over the data in 654 − 659 nm window. The resulting curve in Figure 7 shows the
intensity-dependence of noise as
σn(V ) = (0.35 mV) + (0.3 mV/V)V, (6)
where V is the average light intensity on the photodetector, expressed in terms of
the equivalent voltage that the photodetector generates at its output (including the
amplification).
In the next step, I address the denominator in Equation 5. The resonance cur-
vature (κ0) and its extinction can be calculated using coupled-mode theory (CMT).





∣∣∣∣−2j(λ− λ0)/λ0 + 1/Q0 − 1/Qc−2j(λ− λ0)/λ0 + 1/Q0 + 1/Qc
∣∣∣∣2 . (7)
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Figure 7: Noise intensity as a function of the average intensity of incoming light on
the photodetector. Since the laser output is partially polarized, a polarizer serves as a
variable attenuator to control the average intensity of the light on the photodetector.
Here, λ0 and Q0 are resonance frequency and intrinsic Q of the microring, respectively.
The wavelength is denoted by λ, and the coupling quality factor by Qc. The curvature















in which V0 denotes the photodetector voltage readout for a all-pass transmission.
The FOM can be calculated using the noise characteristics from Equations 6 and
7; and resonance curvature from Equation 8. Assuming a typical all-pass voltage of






The result is plotted in Figure 8 for different values of coupling factor. Optimum
coupling occurs for Qc/Q0 ≈ 2.21, which corresponds to an extinction of about 8.5 dB
(undercoupled).
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Figure 8: The figure of merit (FOM) defined in Equation 9 for different cou-
pling Qs and noise characteristics. The solid line shows the FOM correspond-
ing to the experimentally measured noise. The two broken lines show the cases
for intensity-independent noise (σn(V ) = 0.35 mV), and relative-intensity noise
(σn(V ) = (0.3 mV/V)V ). In all the three cases, the FOM is less sensitive to the
variations of the coupling Q in the undercoupled regime (Qc/Q0 > 1). The circles
show the minimum FOM in each case.
3.3.3 Discussion on Optimal Coupling
It is a widely invoked optimization rationale to choose sensor parameters that result in
maximum light-matter interaction, which occurs at critical coupling regime (Qc/Q0 =
1) [58]. However, it is seen in Figure 8 that at the critical coupling regime (∞ dB
extinction) the figure of merit degrades by 45% compared to its optimum value (i.e.,
an undercoupled 8.5 dB extinction here). For a quadratic fit, this improvement in
the FOM leads to 45% smaller error in resonance detection, with the error defined as
three times the standard deviation of the detected resonance (3σλ) in the presence of
amplitude noise [87]. Note that the limit of detection (LOD) is linearly dependent
on the error of resonance detection. Hence, the above mentioned improvement in the
error lead to a similar improvement in the LOD.
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3.4 Surface Chemistry and Microfluidics
3.4.1 Surface Chemistry
The transducer discussed in the previous section will show a response for every
biomolecule entering the evanescent tail of the microring mode, without differentiat-
ing among different molecules. Specificity for a biosensor is typically achieved through
a variety of methods. Affinity-based sensors rely on the immobilization of receptor
molecules that are biologically functional and can capture the target molecules, while
let other molecules leave the surface. Some of the bioreceptors such as antibodies
are very specific to the target, while other categories such as glycans are less specific
but will provide a fingerprint for complex solutions when an array of them is used.
Spectrometric methods, on the other hand, probe the biomolecules to measure their
mass or optical properties (e.g., Raman signature) to recognize their target.
Index sensing mechanism of the microring resonators allows sensing biomolecules
without attaching a fluorophore, radiolabel, or Raman label to them. This label-free
sensing scenario simplifies sample preparation steps and results in reduced cost and
turn-around time of the whole sensing system. Moreover, labeling can lead to steric
hindrance and improper binding to the receptors. Based on these considerations, the
development of label-free sensors is of great interest.
Sensor surface chemistry is important as it can contribute negatively to the ac-
curacy of detection. A challenging issue with the choice of bioreceptor and surface
chemistry is the non-specific binding of irrelevant molecules to the surface. Such
molecules result in an unwanted resonance shift. Another level of non-specific bind-
ing occurs when irrelevant molecules bind to the bioreceptors or linkers on the surface
through undesirable binding mechanisms. These effects lead to biochemical interfer-
ence in the functioning of the sensor. On the other hand, binding and unbinding
events on the surface of a cell or a microring resonator are stochastic processes. This
fact results in stochastic fluctuations in the number of molecules bound to the surface,
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even when the system is at its saturation. These fluctuations can be characterized by








where Ceq is the number of ligand/receptor complexes at the equilibrium, δCeq is
root-mean-square deviation of Ceq, KD is the dissociation constant, L is the concen-
tration of target molecules, and RT is the total number of surface receptors. At low
concentration of target molecules, these fluctuations do not disturb LOD calculations,
since the measurement system noise is dominant. Maximum uncertainty occurs for
L = KD at which δCeq/Ceq = 1/
√
RT . For a typical receptor surface density of
1012cm−2, the number of receptors on a typical microring resonator used in our plat-
form1 is RT ∼ 106. This number amounts to an uncertainty of 0.1%. For example,
if the resonance shift of a saturated surface for a specific type of target molecule is
100 pm, the noise originating from stochastic binding fluctuations is about 0.05 pm,
occurring fora half-saturated surface.
For the sensor discussed here, the bioreceptors are covalently bound to the surface
of SiN microring. The bioreceptors either already have, or they are derivatized to
include, an amino functional group (-NH2). Amine groups covalently bind to carboxyl
functional groups (-COOH) to form a peptide bond (-C(=O)NH-). This is the same
type of bond that holds together the chains of amino acids that comprise proteins
and DNA. The absorption wavelength of peptide bond is around 190-230 nm [91], far
enough from the working wavelength of the biosensor. Thus if the surface is prepared
with carboxyl groups, bioreceptors will firmly bind to it. For this preparation, I
activate -OH bonds on the surface using oxidizing solutions like Piranha or oxygen
plasma. Subsequently, one or two crosslinking steps are performed that result in
availability of NHS esters on the surface that enable incoming amino groups to react
1radius of 8µm, height of 240 nm, width of 500 nm
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with the carboxyl groups. I have tested and optimized two surface chemistry protocols
for this purpose outlined below.
The first method, depicted in Figure (9), uses a homobifunctional linker con-
taining two NHS esters at the two ends. The chips are cleaned in Piranha (5:1
H2SO4 and H2O2) for 10 minutes and then rinsed with DI water. They are dehy-
drated for 10 minutes on a hot plate at 100 ◦C. After cooling, they are put in 5%
(3-aminopropyl)-triethoxysilane (APTES) in anhydrous ethanol for one hour. The
chips are thoroughly rinsed with anhydrous ethanol and dried with nitrogen stream.
The APTES film is cured at 100◦C for 20 minutes, to stabilize the siloxane bonds
and reduce their hydrolysis rate in aqueous solutions [92, 93]. Silanized chips are then
placed in a Petri dish and their surfaces are covered with drops of 1% w/v BS(PEG)9
in anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, from Acros Organics; Pittsburgh, PA, USA).
High concentration of this homobifunctional crosslinker is necessary to ensure high
competition between crosslinker molecules and having majority of them attached only
at one end to the surface. The Petri dish, sealed with Parafilm, is left undisturbed at
room temperature for 5 hours. Afterward, the NHS-functionalized surfaces are washed
in anhydrous ethanol thoroughly and dried by nitrogen stream. The poly(ethylene
glycol) spacer arm in BS(PEG)9 crosslinker decreases non-specific binding of any
molecules attaching to the surface with binding mechanisms other than the specific
glycan-lectin binding. The spacer arm is 3.6 nm, which is much shorter than the 90
nm penetration depth of the TM mode into the water clad.
The use of a homobifunctional group in the first method caused low corsslinking
efficiency from time to time. As the crosslinker has similar functional group at both
ends, it was possible for the linker to attach to the surface at both ends. Especially
the PEG chain gives the linker extra flexibility facilitating this event. To prevent this
event, high concentration of the crosslinker can be used to produce a strong competi-
tion among the crosslinker molecules in attaching to the surface, and thus minimizing
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the fraction of the crosslinkers which are attached at both ends. This method, how-
ever, imposes a restriction on the concentration that restricts the control on density
of the crosslinker on the surface. Proper optimization of the surface chemistry de-
pends on specific bioreceptor and the target biomolecule. The surface is desired to be
capable of capturing maximum number of molecules. On the other hand, overcrowd-
ing the surface with crosslinkers results in straight PEG chains which inhibits proper
functioning of this chain in reducing non-specific binding. Furthermore, the spatial
flexibility of the linker+bioreceptor reduces steric hindrance and decreases the odds
that a bioreceptor is blocked by neighboring bioreceptor from capturing the target.
Hence, I developed a second surface chemistry protocol based on a heterobifunctional
crosslinker, which is explained below.
Figure 9: The surface chemistry protocol for NHS activation on the surface based on
the homobifunctional crosslinker BS(PEG)9.
In the second method, the -OH bonds of the surface are activated by cleaning it
with piranha (5:1 mix of H2SO4 and H2O2) for 30 min, a DI water rinse, and a 10 min
exposure to UV/ozone plasma in a UVOCS cleaner. The chips are then immersed
in a 2% v/v solution of (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane in anhydrous toluene for
one hour (in nitrogen ambient), thoroughly rinsed with IPA, dried, and baked at
80 ◦C for 20 min. When the samples cool down, a drop of 2 mM SM(PEG)12 linker
(Pierce; Chicago, IL, USA) in anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, from Acros
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Organics; Pittsburgh, PA, USA) is placed on the chip to cover its surface. The
sample is left unperturbed in nitrogen ambient for about 12 h, and then thoroughly
rinsed with IPA. SM(PEG)12 linker contains a polyethylene glycol (PEG) chain that
helps reduce the non-specific binding of undesired molecules to the surface[59]. At
this stage, carboxyl functional groups containing N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters
are covalently grafted on the surface and can immobilize any molecules containing
amine functional groups. Figure 10a shows a schematic representation of the NHS
activation protocol. All chemicals, except SM(PEG)12 and DMSO, were obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, US).
A 200 mM solution of amine-derivatized glycan[94] is printed selectively on the
microrings using a BioForce Nano eNabler. Using this tool, each microring can be
coated with a specific glycan. Prior to the printing, the specific glycan solution is
mixed 1:1 with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) containing 10% glycerol to
impede evaporation of the glycan solution in the open-top reservoir of the printing
cantilever. After the glycans are printed, the chip is left at a relative humidity of 80%
to prevent evaporation of the printed droplets. This allows the glycan molecules to
bind to the surface through their amine functional groups. Next, the sample is incu-
bated in a high humidity (at about saturation) chamber at 50 ◦C for 1 h. The chips are
dried and thoroughly washed in a PBS solution with 0.05% Tween 20, and then in DI
water. Remaining NHS esters are de-activated in a solution of 50 mM ethanolamine
in 0.1M Tris buffer (pH 9.0) for 1 h. This finalizes the glycan immobilization step
and prepares the chip for microfluidic integration.
To verify the efficacy and specificity of the activated surface, I tested the bind-
ing of the glycans using fluorescence microscopy. GM1 glycan[95] was immobilized
using the above mentioned method on SiN surface, and a 50 µg/ml drop of biotin
conjugated Cholera toxin B subunit (CTB from Sigma Aldrich; St. Louis, MO, US)
was placed on the surface for 1 h. The SiN surface was then thoroughly washed with
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PBS solution containing 0.05% Tween 20, and then by DI water. Subsequently, a
200 µg/ml drop of Alexa 488 conjugated Streptavidin (Life Technologies; Carlsbad,
CA, USA) was placed on the surface for 1 h, followed by same wash process mentioned
above. Figure 10b shows an image of the surface using a Carl-Zeiss LSM 710 confocal
fluorescence microscope. The bright spots in this figure correspond to the areas where
the glycans have been printed. In these areas, the glycans capture biotin-CTB, and
then biotin-CTB captures Alexa-Streptavidin. In other areas, biotin-CTB and thus
Alexa-Streptavidin can not effectively bind to teh PEG-coated surface. The image
shows a high contrast between glycan-coated areas and the rest of the surface, which
demonstrates a low non-specific binding on the areas lacking any glycan receptors.
3.4.2 Microfluidic Integration
After immobilization of the bioreceptors, test solution can be applied to the sensor
using a reservoir (static mode), or by means of microfluidic channels (flowing mode).
As the binding can be mass-transport limited, having the test fluid in flow helps to
reducing response time of the sensor. The integration of microfluidic channels allows
for sample preparation (e.g., preconcentration [96]) on the chip. One of the methods
for realizing microfluidic channels is patterning a hard and resistant material (such as
CYTOP) to form microfluidic channels walls and then capping the chip before flowing
the analyte in the device. Alternatively, the microfluidic channels can be cast using
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and then integrated to the chip using SU-8 glues or
by clamps that hold the chip and PDMS microfluidic channels together by applying
a small force. In this work I used an SU-8 2050 mold for casting PDMS microfluidic
channels and a custom-made Plexiglas holder to keep the sensor chip and microfluidic
channels together.
After glycan immobilization, a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic flow cell




Figure 10: (a) A schematic representation of the heterobifunctional surface chem-
istry for NHS activation on SiN surface. (b) A fluorescence image showing selective
binding of CTB to GM1 glycan with negligible binding to the areas lacking GM1 (but
having a PEG brush). The average fluorescence signal intensity is about two orders
of magnitude larger in the areas containing GM1 receptors than otherwise.
flow cell helps reduce the response time of the sensor by overcoming the diffusion
barrier. As illustrated in Figure 11, two acrylic plates hold the chip and the flow
cell together by applying a gentle force exerted by four cap screws and nuts at the
corners. A syringe pump in negative pressure mode draws the analyte, with a flow
rate of 2 µL/min, into the input tube, the microfluidic chip, and finally the output
tube. The microfluidic channel is 100 µm wide and 50 µm high, and it is cast using
an SU-8 mold.
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Figure 11: The PDMS flow cell and fluidic holder structure. Two acrylic plates,
cut into proper dimensions using a Hermes lasercutter, hold the SiN sensor chip and
PDMS flow cell together. Four cap screws and nuts at the corners apply a gentle
force to seal the PDMS/chip interface. Inlet and outlet needles are inserted into the
holes already made by a puncher in the PDMS flow cell.
To make the mold, SU-8 2050 (MicroChem; Newton, MA, USA) is spin coated on
a Si wafer (500 RPM for 10 s, then 2000 RPM for 60 s), and baked at 95 ◦C for 5 min.
The pattern of the microfluidic channel is written into the resist using a Microtech
LW405 laserwriter. The sample is then baked, first at 65 ◦C for 1 min, and then at
95 ◦C for 4 min. Unexposed resist is removed by 6 min development in SU-8 developer
(MicroChem; Newton, MA, USA). The sample is rinsed and cleansed with acetone
and IPA, and further baked at 250 ◦C for 30 min. This finalizes the preparation of
the mold.
To cast PDMS, Dow Corning Sylgard 184 PDMS base and curing agent (Ellsworth;
Loganville, GA, USA) are mixed 10:1 w/w, stirred well, and degassed in vacuum for
about one hour. The mixture is poured into the mold, degassed in vacuum for about





I performed an initial round of fabrication with varying waveguide-resonator gaps
to find the gap resulting in an undercoupled 8.5 dB extinction. Figure 12 shows a
spectrum scan for devices fabricated with a nominal gap of 100 nm in the device EBL
pattern. I conducted saltwater titration to measure the bulk sensitivity of the res-
onators. Bulk sensitivity is defined as the resonance shift normalized to the refractive
index change in the cladding material. I used finite element method (COMSOL en-
vironment), with a refractive index of 2.05 for SiN, 1.44 for SiO2, and 1.33 for water
clad, which resulted in a bulk sensitivity of 48.1 nm/RIU (RIU is the refractive index
unit of the clad). For experimental measurement of this figure, I tested the sensor
with different concentrations of saltwater and measured the resonance shift for each
concentration eight times. Having the refractive index of saltwater [97] for differ-
ent concentrations at 25 ◦C, the slope of the resonance shift versus refractive index
gives the bulk sensitivity. Figure 13 shows the average resonance shift of the three
exposed resonators, referenced to the average shift of the two protected resonators.
This referencing helps compensate the temperature variations and homogeneous laser
wavelength drifts from one scan to the next. The experimental bulk sensitivity is
49 nm/RIU. The difference between the simulation and the experiment is due to fab-
rication imperfections resulting in small changes in the dimensions and angles of the
resonators.
3.5.2 Lectin Detection: Individual Tests
I immobilized amine-derivatized [94] 3-fucosyl lactose (3FL) on two of the exposed
microrings for specific detection of biotinylated Aleuria Aurantia Lectin (AAL). All
the glycans and lectins in this work were purchased from Vector Labs (Burlingame,
CA, USA). The glycan solution was not printed on the middle microring to serve as
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Figure 12: An exemplary spectral scan of the sensor with water cladding. Each
microring is radially single-mode, but two azimuthal orders of same mode are present
in the scan window. Typical Qs for sensing microrings with water or oxide cladding
is 3× 104.














𝑛 = 1.3310+ 0.0018 𝐶 [%]
Figure 13: The saltwater titration of the fabricated microrings. Each measurement
is repeated eight times. The slope of the fitted line is the bulk sensitivity. Error bars
indicate the standard deviation of the repeated measurements.
a control microring. Packaged sensor was fed with different concentrations of AAL
and the device spectrum was measured every 10 s. The introduction of each solution,
as shown in Figure 14a, results in a red shift in the resonance wavelength of the two
glycan coated microrings. The response of the middle microring sensor (lacking any
glycan receptors but having a PEG coating) slowly shifts negatively. This shift can be
due to non-covalently bound linker molecules that gradually leave the surface when
the analyte flows in the channel. The dose-response curve for this glycan/lectin pair
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where R is the resonance shift corresponding to the concentration C; Rs is the res-
onance shift for saturated surface (i.e., all binding sites occupied); and KD is the
dissociation constant for the glycan/lectin pair. The average dissociation constant
is KD = 6 ± 2 µg/ml. After the completion of the test the chip was dyed with the
protocol described in Section 3.4.1. The inset of Figure 14b shows the fluorescence
image of the dyed chip, which shows the binding of Streptavidin molecules only to
the microrings with immobilized glycan/lectin molecules.
Similarly, I tested the biosensor with α2,6-disialylated biantennary N-glycan (2,6-
NA2) as the bio-receptor, for detecting biotinylated Sambucus Nigra Lectin (SNA).
Figure 15 shows the resonance shifts. By fitting the Sigmoid curve to the reso-
nance shifts for three highest concentrations, the dissociation constant is KD =
27± 15 µg/ml.
3.5.3 Multiplexed Lectin Detection
For a multiplexed experiment, I coated the first microring with 3FL, and the last
microring with 2,6-NA2 glycan. Each of these glycans are specific to their respective
lectins [85], and I process the data from each resonator independently (a theoretical
model of multiplexed sensing with cross-binding is discussed in Appendix B). Two
mixtures of lectins were prepared: a low concentration solution consisting of 5.4 µg/ml
AAL and 10.7 µg/ml SNA; and a high concentration solution consisting of 42.8 µg/ml
AAL and 85.6 µg/ml SNA. The low concentration solution was fed for about 15 min
to the sensor, followed by the high concentration solution for the same period of time.
The sensor response is demonstrated in Figure 16.
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Figure 14: The binding of AAL to 3FL on the surface of the microrings. (a) The
resonance shifts of the three sensing microrings, referenced to the average of the
resonance shifts of the two oxide-covered microrings. The concentration of AAL
in each cycle is noted on the graph in µg/ml. (b) The dose-response curve and
fluorescence image of the sensor chip. To compensate the contribution of non-specific
binding, the average shifts from the two glycan coated resonators are referenced to
that of the PEG coated resonator.
I use the data from the high concentration solution for calibration purpose to cal-
culate the saturated resonance shift (Rs) in Equation 11. This calibration is necessary
since the efficiency of the immobilization of the glycans changes from one round of
surface chemistry to the next, which alters the number of glycan binding sites. Sub-
sequently, the concentrations of the low concentration cycle (CL) can be estimated





where RL is the steady state resonance shift for the low concentration cycle, calculated




Figure 15: The binding of SNA to 2,6-NA2 on the surface of the microrings. (a) The
average of resonance shifts of the two 2,6-NA2 coated microrings is referenced to the
resonance shift of PEG coated microring. Different concentrations of SNA (noted on
the graph in µg/ml) are fed to the sensor sequentially. (b) The resonance shifts for
three last phases of the test for concentrations 8.9, 26.7, and 80 µg/ml.
cycle by RH . The resonance shifts and calculations are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Calculated concentrations from the multiplexed test. RH and RL are steady
state shifts for high and low concentration phases in Figure 16, respectively. Rs is
the saturated response. CL is the estimated concentration of low concentration phase
from the multiplexed measurement.
RH(pm) Rs(pm) RL(pm) CL(µg/ml)
AAL 969 1104 385 3.2
SNA 167 219 81 16
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Figure 16: Sensor response to the mixture of the two lectins. The low concentration
solution is fed to the sensor in the CL phase, followed by feeding the high concentration
solution in the CH phase. The resonance shift and saturation time constant for each
microring depends on the concentration of the corresponding lectin and the binding
dynamics of the glycan/lectin pair.
3.6 Discussions
3.6.1 Limit of Detection
With a repeatability of 3σ ∼ 0.1 pm for the resonance detection in our system [98],
and a sensitivity of 49 nm/RIU from Section 3.5.1, the sensor LOD is 2×10−6 RIU for
bulk refractive index sensing. The sensitivity of the microrings to the deposition of an
organic monolayer with a refractive index of 1.45 in water is about 109 pm/nm (reso-
nance shift per homogeneous layer thickness, from COMSOL simulations). This leads
to a minimum resolvable thickness of 1 pm that corresponds to an LOD of 1 pg/mm2,
which is in the same range as comparable integrated photonic sensor systems based
on Si microrings [99], folded cavities [100], and LCORR [101].
For the detection of lectins, the sensor LOD depends linearly on the saturated
response, and thus on the density of immobilized receptors on the surface. According
to Equation 12, the smallest concentration corresponding to a minimum resonance
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Hence, according to the saturated resonance shifts (Rs) in Table 2, the LOD is about
0.5 ng/ml (or 7 pM) for AAL detection, and about 12 ng/ml (or 86 pM) for SNA detec-
tion. The molecular weights of AAL and SNA are 72 kDa and 140 kDa, respectively.
In the calculation of this LOD only the effects of optical, electrical, and thermal noises
are included. The ∼ µg/ml differences between the calculated CL concentrations in
Table 2 and the actual concentrations, are most likely due to the variations in the
surface chemistry, and the non-uniformity of flow originating from air bubbles in the
flow cell. I did not carry out a systematic study on the variations originated from the
surface chemistry or the analyte flow uniformity.
3.6.2 Coupling Optimization: Special Cases
I optimized the waveguide-resonator coupling in Section 3.3 for the specific noise mea-
sured in the setup, and I also focused on quadratic fit as the method of resonance
detection. In this section, I discuss alternative possibilities for noise model and for
resonance detection method. First, I elaborate on the optimal coupling for two com-
mon noise models: 1. intensity-independent noise, and 2. relative-intensity noise.
Figure 8 in Section 3.3.2 includes the plots of FOM for these noise models. In this
figure, it is worth noticing that for an intensity-independent noise a 6 dB undercou-
pled condition (Qc/Q0 = 3) leads to the optimal FOM. Since the noise is independent
of the intensity in this case, our optimization approach seeks the coupling condition
that produces sharpest resonance. Although at critical coupling the extinction is
maximum, the loaded linewidth is wider than undercoupled case. According to our
optimization procedure, the 6 dB undercoupled condition is the ideal compromise be-
tween extinction and the linewidth. For this coupling point, the figure of merit is 40%
larger than that for the critically-coupled case, which results in 40% improvement in
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the LOD. For a relative-intensity noise, on the other hand, the optimal condition is
critical coupling. In this case, the noise vanishes around the resonance wavelength of
a critically-coupled resonator. That is because the output light intensity vanishes at
the resonance, and so does the relative-intensity noise by its definition. Hence, the
critical coupling regime results in a nearly zero noise level around the resonance and
an optimal detection condition.
Next, I discuss the case of using an alternative method of resonance detection, that
is defining the resonance as the wavelength at which the light transmission, including
noise, is minimum (a.k.a absolute minimum method). The absolute minimum method
is a fast and common detection method [84], although it is less accurate than the
quadratic fit in general. Nonetheless, rigorous analysis shows that the same FOM
proposed in Equation 5 results in the optimal coupling for absolute minimum method
as well. The LOD scales as ∼
√
FOM when the absolute minimum method is used;
while it scales as ∼ FOM for the quadratic fit method [87].
3.6.3 Bioreceptor Density on Sensor Surface
I used BioForce Nano eNabler tool to print 3FL glycan first, and then 2,6-NA2, as
explained in Section 3.4.1. The printing process requires a high humidity (a relative
humidity of about 80% in our case) for the analyte to flow from the reservoir to
the surface. This high humidity deactivates water-sensitive NHS functional groups.
Therefore, the later a glycan solution is printed, the fewer NHS groups will be available
for covalent capture of the glycan molecules. This process results in a relatively lower
level of response for SNA compared to AAL in Figure 16. This trend was observed
in other similarly prepared sensor chips as well.
For mass manufacturing, it is necessary to calibrate the sensor to compensate
the variations in the density of immobilized bioreceptors. This calibration can be
performed by dedicating few samples in each batch for the calibration purpose. For
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a more accurate detection, each sensor can be fed with a high (known) concentration
of the analyte after the actual test to measure the saturated shift of those specific
resonators. This measurement determines the number of binding sites for each sensor
and reduces the uncertainty originating from surface chemistry variations.
3.7 Preconcentration
Affinity sensors rely on the binding of target molecule to the bioreceptor for the
detection. In doing so, the binding dynamics of target molecules and bioreceptors
directly affects the LOD of the sensing system or sensing instrument. A key parameter
that affects the instrument LOD is the dissociation constant (KD) of the bioreceptor
and target molecule. At lower concentration, the fraction of bioreceptors capturing a
target molecule decreases, and this decrease is quantified by a Sigmoid dose-response
curve (see Equation12). Then, the overall LOD of the system (or instrument LOD) is
the multiplication of two factors: dissociation constant, and instrument-noise LOD.
To further improve the LOD, however, the sample can also be processed or prepared
before being fed to the sensing instrument. One such sample preparation is the
preconcentration of the sample using microfluidic devices [102]. The contributions of
sample preparation, binding dynamics, and instrument detection accuracy will then
define the method detection limit (MDL) as the overall LOD of the sensing method
used.
Ion concentration polarization (ICP) mechanism has been demonstrated for pre-
concentration of negatively charged particles [103]. An ion selective membrane is
used in this method to create a depletion region from where the positive charges of
the sample are evacuated, leaving behind the negatively charged molecules. This
region acts as a barrier for incoming negatively charged particles and leads to their
accumulation behind the barrier region.
Nafion is an ion selective membrane through which only positive ions can pass
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[102]. Having two adjacent channels connected by a thin Nafion layer to each other,
positive charges can be transferred across the Nafion bridge by applying a constant
voltage. This Nafion bridge helps form a depletion region wherein negatively charged
molecules accumulate and form a barrier. This barrier can be employed in a batch-
type [102] or a continuous-flow [103] configuration. In a batch-type configuration, the
molecules accumulate behind the barrier up to a point where the diffusion balances
the blocking effect. In a continuous-flow configuration, the main channel is bifurcated
to two channels: blocking channel containing the barrier, and open channel which
will contain the redirected charged molecules. A continuous-flow preconcentrator
provides better control over the preconcentration ratio, which is an advantage for a
biosensor system. The preconcentration ratio is almost equal to the flow rates inside
the two bifurcated channels, and this flow rate can be controlled by designing the
hydrodynamic resistance of the two channels.
The design of the preconcentrator is shown in Figures 17a. Nafion (Sigma Aldrich;
St. Louis, MO, USA) was first printed on a standard glass slide using a specific PDMS
microfluidic chip (shown by green in Figures 17b). The sample is left for an hour for
the Nafion to be dried. As Nafion is incompatible with solvents such as Acetone
or DMSO, it should be printed after bioreceptor immobilization. With bioreceptors
already immobilized baking of the Nafion is not possible. As a result, I let the Nafion
dry in room ambient rather than baking it. After the Nafion bridge is dried, the
preconcentrator PDMS chip is aligned to the Nafion bridge (see Figure 17c) and the
structure is fixed using plexiglass holders cut for this microfluidic chip. Figure 17d
shows a packaged device on a fluorescence microscope stage. The voltage is applied
by the wires connected to the inlet needles.
Prior to testing the preconcentrator chip with target molecules, the channels of
the device are treated with phosphate buffer saline (PBS, pH 7.4) containing 0.05%
Tween 20 for about 10 minutes to reduce non-specific binding of Streptavidin to
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(a) (d)(c)(b)
Figure 17: Continuous-flow preconcentrator microfluidic chip. (a) Preconcentrator
design showing the position of Nafion layer and flow directions. (b) The green pattern
shows the Nafion printing microrlfuidic design, used for printing the Nafion bridge
before integrating the main preconcenator microfluidics (white). (c) A microscope
image of the PDMS preconcentrator device showing the voltages and flow directions.
(d) A picture of the packaged device under tests on a fluorescence microscope.
PDMS channel, Nafion, and glass. The buffer channel is filled with 100X diluted PBS.
Then, A solution of 2 ng mL−1 Streptavidin tagged with Alexa 488 (Life Technologies;
Carlsbad, CA, USA) in 100X diluted PBS was injected into the device with a flow rate
of 1 µL min−1. After about 10 minutes of continuous flow, the voltage applied to the
inlets is increased every few minutes in steps of about 5 V, while the preconcentrator
chip is monitored under a fluorescence microscope in real time.
The experiment revealed an unexpected result for Streptavidin under working
conditions of the experiment. Streptavidin molecules were observed to demonstrate
sever aggregation for voltages around 30 V and above. Figure 18a shows a fluores-
cence image of the chip at preconcentration junction before applying any voltage.
The fluorescence signal is uniform across the main channel, while the buffer (lacking
Streptavidin) channel is dark. As I increased the voltage gradually to 10 V, an accu-
mulation of Streptavidin on Nafion is observed (Figure18b), which is normal since the
barrier consists of accumulated Streptavidin molecules. For higher voltages however,
Streptavidin starts to aggregate before an adequate depletion region has a chance to
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(a) (c)(b)
Figure 18: An experimental test of the continuous-flow preconcentrator microfluidic
chip. (a) Before applying voltage. Top left panel shows the fluorescence image (green
fluorescence color is an arbitrary color coding), top right is a white light image of
the junction, and bottom left panel is the two images overlaid. (b) Few seconds after
applying a voltage of 10 V. (c) Few seconds after applying a voltage of 25 V. The
aggregation of Streptavidin molecules is observed in both fluorescence and white light
images.
form (Figure18c). This aggregation was consistently observed in multiple tests with
different combinations of buffer dilution and Streptavidin concentration. Light brown
layers of the aggregated molecules are observable with naked eye on the glass slide
after disassembling the PDMS chip.
The aggregation effect makes this preconcentration technique unsuitable for Strep-
tavidin molecule in specific. In general, aggregation problem can turn out to be detri-
mental in highly multiplexed sensors that are meant to work with mixtures of many
proteins such as unknown water samples or blood plasma. If the aggregation occurs
for one molecule type in the solution, deposited layers can potentially shut down
the preconcentration mechanism. This concern, requires further preparation steps to
effectively filter and capture unfavorable molecules before the sample is fed to the
preconcentrator.
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3.8 Point-of-care cardiac biomarker detection
The sensor platform discussed here fits the bill for many applications, including point-
of-care (e.g., bed-side) or at-home blood analysis. One important application is mon-
itoring the blood biomarkers that indicate a heart attack. Biomarkers like Troponin
and BNP are routinely checked in hospitals and emergency room for the diagnosis of
a heart attack. Extending such a capability to patients’ homes can save thousands
lives2. I tested the sensor for the detection of Troponin by coating the microrings
with the antibodies of Troponin (Fitzgerald, U.S.). Figure 19a shows the response of
the sensor for different concentrations of the Troponin fed to the sensor. Estimated
LOD from this curve is about 0.1 ng/ml (without interferometry), which is close to
the golden threshold of 0.04 ng/ml. This test indicates the potential of this technol-
ogy for clinical and at-home monitoring of this biomarker. The design of a prototype
of a handheld reader and a disposable cartridge including a microring sensor chip is
shown in Figure 19b. The same platform can be also used for screening other blood
biomarkers such as cancer biomarkers in the blood.
3.8.1 Multiplexed Sensing Summary
Total system cost is one of the commercialization challenges for highly multiplexed
biosensors based on integrated photonic resonators. In this chapter a label-free opto-
fluidic sensor was presented that benefits from low-cost SiN device layer, and Si
photodetectors. Common design rules of thumb recommend maximum light-matter
interaction, which occurs at critical coupling for traveling-wave resonators. How-
ever, I showed that while the critical coupling condition is optimum in the presence
of a relative-intensity noise, the optimum design in the presence of an intensity-
independent noise is an undercoupled resonator with 6 dB extinction. The details
2In the U.S., half of the heart-related mortality is caused by a delayed action on the initial
symptoms of a heart failure. Only in the U.S., this amounts to about 300,000 lives annually.
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(a) (b)
Figure 19: Troponin detection using Troponin antibody on SiN microrings. (a) The
resonance shifts of antibody-coated and PEG-coated microrings, referenced to under-
oxide microrings. The concentration of Troponin solution diluted in PBS buffer in
mentioned on the graph for each phase of the test. The data is collected using the
setup shown in Figure 6. (b) An initial prototype of a handheld sensor being designed
to work with disposable cartridges that carry the microring sensor chip. The cartridge
has a microfluidic channel to draw in the sample using capillary action only.
of fabrication, surface chemistry, and microfluidic packaging of the sensor were ex-
plained. Oxide lift-off was performed using swabbing, rather than sonicating, to en-
hance lift-off quality. Multiplexed label-free detection experiment was performed for
Aleuria Aurantia Lectin (AAL) and Sambucus Nigra Lectin (SNA). 3FL and 2,6-NA2
glycans were used as specific bio-receptors for the detection of the lectins. Further
analysis shows that the sensor limit of detection is ∼ 2×10−6 RIU for bulk refractive
index, ∼ 1 pg/mm2 for surface-adsorbed mass, and ∼ 10 pM for the glycan/lectin
pairs studied here. This platform provides a viable solution for the challenges in the





Resonance-based sensors are capable of detecting minute amounts of material, even
down to individual molecules [36, 104, 105]. To achieve its full potentials, the sensor
has to be adequately optimized. This optimization has two facets: highest sensitivity
and least vulnerability to system noises. The evaluation of the effect of noise on
resonance detection requires efficient numerical and analytical tools to determine how
each type of noise affects the accuracy of the resonance detection.
The random error in resonance detection results from various system noises. This
error can be quantified in terms of the standard deviation of the detected resonance. I
refer to this standard deviation as the error (in resonance detection.) The error caused
by amplitude noise is not linearly dependent on noise level in general. Electronic, shot,
or thermal noise in the system are examples of amplitude noise in resonance spectrum
measurements. The aggregate effect of these noises can be represented by an effective
random noise on the measured samples [106, 107]. Basically, the components of the
aggregate noise fall into two general components of light intensity-dependent and
light intensity-independent noises [108]. For small noise levels, the noise level can
be assumed almost constant around the resonance, although its dependence on the
intensity should be considered in the calculations. The relations for estimating the
error from amplitude noise are especially important as they help estimate the power
consumption of the sensor. That is becuase the higher the amplitude noise, the higher
the required signal power to achieve a target level of error. The target level of error is
determined by the limit of detection (LOD) or the false-positive rate that we desire
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the sensor to achieve [98].
A widely used method for resonance detection is to scan the spectrum point by
point, and then to retrieve the resonance by spectral data analysis. The spectrum
measurement approach is especially of interest for spectrally multiplexed sensors (con-
sisting of multiple resonators) in which tracking the resonators one by one is costly
and complicated. To analyze the measured spectral data, a variety of processing algo-
rithms have been proposed including parametric fits [109], polynomial fits [110, 111],
parametric regression [112], centroid method [113, 114], and optimal linear data anal-
ysis [115, 116]. The resulting error in each of these algorithms has an idiosyncratic
behavior. Having a closed-form formula for this unique behavior obviates the need
for extensive Monte Carlo simulations.
Monte Carlo method is an effective tool to estimate the error originating from
system noises [117]. However, a blind Monte Carlo simulation in a multi-dimensional
optimization space is time-consuming, and it does not provide the designer with an
insight on system trends. Curve fitting to Monte Carlo simulation data has been
used to propose ad hoc formula for the error when the resonance of a Lorentzian
lineshape is detected subject to a white Gaussian noise [84]. Such a formula for the
error not only depends on the lineshape and noise statistics, but also on the specifics
of the measurement technique and the resonance detection algorithm. Analytical
relations have also been proposed for the estimation of the error on a case-by-case
basis. For example Nenninger et al. [118] studied the noise in surface-plasmon-
resonance sensors and provided an analytical framework, which can be used along
with computer simulations to estimate the effect of noise. Piliarik and Homola [29]
proposed a closed-form relation for the error in the centroid data processing method.
However, similar relations for other commonly used processing methods are lacking
in the literature.
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In this chapter, I derive closed-form relations for the error in the two most com-
monly used resonance detection methods:
1. absolute minimum method, which defines the resonance wavelength as the wave-
length for which the detector has recorded the minimum (or maximum) readout
[84],
2. linear regression method, which finds the resonance using a quadratic fit to the
data. The majority of the lineshapes of practical interest are quadratic around
their resonance, and thus a quadratic fit is usually adequate [119].
A mentionable characteristic of these two methods is their relatively low computa-
tional load. I use a simple additive model for noise, which is sufficiently comprehensive
for the majority of practical cases [108, 120].
My analysis clarifies the effect of sampling resolution on the error in the above
mentioned methods. The ensuing formulas accommodate a large class of noise statis-
tics and resonance lineshapes. Empirical data on the statistics of the aggregate am-
plitude noise in a conventional laser-scanning setup is presented in Section 4.3. In
Section 4.3.1, a theoretical framework based on extreme value theory is developed
to propose a parametric formula for the error in the absolute minimum method. In
Section 4.3.2, a closed-form relation is derived for the error when the resonance is
detected by the linear regression method. For both methods, the proposed formu-
las are compared against Monte Carlo simulations. Next, I discuss the fundamental
difference between the trends of the absolute minimum method and the linear re-
gression method in Section 4.4. The implications of these trends in the presence of
quantization noise are also elaborated. Final conclusions are made in Section 4.5.
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4.2 False-positive and false-negative rates
The error rate of a two-state sensor (pE) can be presented in a general form as [121]:
pE = p(NM)p(M |NM) + p(M)p(NM |M), (14)
in which p(M) is the probability of having target molecules present in the test so-
lution, p(M |NM) is the conditional probability of the detection of molecules by the
sensor while there are no molecules present, p(NM) is the probability of lacking any
target molecules present in the test solution, and p(NM |M) is the conditional prob-
ability of the sensor not detecting any molecules while there are target molecules
present. Two important factors for the evaluation of the performance of a sensor are
the false-positive (p(M |NM)) and false-negative (p(NM |M)) rates. False-positive
rate is dependent on the threshold for resonance shifts above which we consider the
sensor as detecting target molecules. If repeated measurements of resonance shift
has a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of σλ, a false-positive rate of
0.1% requires a detection threshold that is about 3σλ above zero. For any arbitrary
detection threshold, the corresponding false-positive rate can be calculated from the
cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian distribution (or the real distribution
function of the detected resonance otherwise). It should be noted that the false-
positive rate depends on all types of noise and interference in the sensing system.
In this chapter, I will focus on the amplitude noise and how it affects the standard
deviation of the detected resonance shift.
4.3 Experimental Noise Measurement
Laser-scanning setups are common configurations to scan the spectrum of photonic
resonators and detect their resonances. Figure 20a shows the scanning electron mi-
crograph (SEM) of a microring resonator coupled to a waveguide in a nitride-on-oxide
material platform. Figure 20b shows the transmitted power of the structure shown
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in Figure 20a as a function of wavelength (λ) measured using a laser-scanning setup.
(The details of fabrication and characterization are explained in Reference [98], and
they are not repeated here for brevity.) Figure 20c shows an enlarged view of the
recorded spectrum samples along with a Lorentzian fit and a quadratic fit obtained
by the linear regression method. Within this wavelength window, these methods re-
sult in closely similar fits. Figure 3d shows the detected resonance according to the
absolute minimum method and the linear regression method. The difference between
the two methods is visible.
I used the laser-scanning setup mentioned above to measure the amplitude noise
statistics. The light from a tunable laser (Newport TLB 6305, 652−660 nm, operated
at a constant current of 43.5 mA) is passed through a polarizer and then detected by
a photodetector (without passing through the integrated device). The photodetector
gain is 40 dB, and its analog output is connected to a data acquisition device (Na-
tional Instrument USB-6211) that samples the (detected voltage) signal and sends
the digital readout to a computer. The setup is controlled by a LabView software to
synchronously scan the laser wavelength and record the photodetector readout. Laser
scan rate is 6 nm/s; and the spectrum sampling resolution is 250 fm. The setup is run
at its normal measurement condition (i.e., scanning from 652 to 660 nm) for a fixed
polarizer angle. Since the laser output is partially polarized, the polarizer acts as a
simple attenuator.
Noise analysis is carried out on the data in the 654 − 659 nm window to exclude
the power oscillations occasionally observed at the beginning or at the end of the scan
window. Since laser output power slowly varies over the scan window, the baseline
of the readout is calculated by applying a 100-point moving average filter to the
data. The difference between the raw readout and its baseline is regarded as the
amplitude noise. This noise excludes lower frequency components such as optical













































Figure 20: An SiN microring resonator and its resonance lineshape. (a) An SEM of
an SiN microring resonator coupled to a bus waveguide. The widths of the microring
and bus waveguide are 500 nm to ensure single-mode operation, and the radius of
the microring is about 8 µm. (b) Measured resonance lineshape. (c) An enlarged
view of the measured data points (circles), a Lorentzian fit (solid line), and a second
order polynomial fit using linear regression (dash-dotted line). The Lorentzian and
quadratic fits almost overlap in this figure. (d) Further enlargement showing the
resonance wavelength as determined by the absolute-minimum method (arrow) and
the linear regression method (dashed line).
of the polarizer) and the harmonics of the power grid frequency. Since the behavior
and characteristics of such noises are known, they can be removed from transmission
measurements using parametric fitting or filtering. Although the recorded samples
correspond to different wavelengths of the laser, I assume the amplitude noise not
to depend strongly on the wavelength. Figures 21a,b show the noise, extracted as
explained above, and its probability distribution function (p.d.f). In this scan, average















































Figure 21: Noise measurement and the calculation of its p.d.f. Photodetector samples
are uniformly measured in time as the laser wavelength is scanned. (a) The noise after
removing the baseline of the readout. The average light intensity measured by the
photodetector is 68 mV. (b) Calculated p.d.f of the noise shown in (a). (c) The
photodetector readout (i.e., noise) with the laser light physically blocked. (d) Noise
p.d.f after removing the baseline from the readout shown in panel (c). The presence
of multiple peaks is due to a quantization noise.
Next, I repeated this experiment with the laser light physically blocked. The pho-
todetector readout is shown in Figure 21c, which demonstrates the quantized values
of the readout. The quantization leads to a multi-peak p.d.f, shown in Figure 21d.
Since the same setup is also used for spectral measurements of photonic resonators,
Figure 21d essentially represents the amplitude noise of the setup on a near-zero reso-
nance dip. The measurements presented here will inform my discussion in Section 4.5.
4.3.1 Absolute minimum method for error estimation
In the absolute minimum method, the resonance wavelength (λres) is defined as λres =
λi, where i = argmin{Di}, and Di is i-th detector readout. The wavelength of the i-th
data point is λi = i δ, where δ is the sampling resolution in the wavelength domain.
Based on the Monte Carlo simulations for a Lorentzian resonance lineshape with unity
height (amplitude extinction) and subject to a white Gaussian noise, White and Fan
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[84] have proposed the following relation for the estimation of the error when absolute







where σλ is the standard deviation of resonance wavelength detection, Λ is the full
width at half maximum of the Lorentzian lineshape, and σn is the standard deviation
of the white Gaussian noise. Using extreme value theory in Appendix A, I have shown
that the Λ
√
σn trend in Equation 15 is in fact the dominant term of the Taylor series
expansion of the error (σλ). It is worth mentioning that the argument in Appendix A
holds for a general quadratic lineshape (i.e., non-zero second order coefficient in its
Taylor expansion around the resonance wavelength). Thus, the Λ
√
σn trend can be
generalized to other quadratic lineshapes such as Fano. However, the scaling factor
depends on the noise p.d.f and the sampling resolution. Following Equation A.13, I
let this scaling factor to be a function of δ/Λ and denote it by α1 to give the error as:






The analysis in Appendix A provides us with a parametric model in Equation A.19,
which is based on the asymptotic trend of α1. To verify that model, I used Monte
Carlo simulations to calculate α1(δ/Λ) for three separate cases with a) Gaussian, b)
uniform, and c) Laplacian noises. Noise standard deviation is assumed σn = 0.01
in all the cases, and the lineshape is Lorentzian as defined in Equation A.5 with
Λ = 1. After adding the random noise to the lineshape, the resonance is detected
by the absolute minimum method, and this test is repeated 104 times. The standard
deviation of the resulting resonances is σλ from which we can calculate α1 = σλ/Λ
√
σn.
Finally, the parametric model of Equation A.19 is fitted to the numerical data for
α1(δ/Λ) to estimate optimal parameters. The results are shown in Table 3.
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Even though suggested parametric relations are derived from the asymptotic be-
havior of α1(δ/Λ), the parametrization allows for the extension of these relations to
non-asymptotic regimes of δ/Λ. As demonstrated in Figure 22, the parametric mod-
els fit very well to the numerical data over a large range of sampling resolutions. The
data point that corresponds to the estimate provided by Equation 15, i.e. Gaussian
noise and α1 = 1/4.5, is marked by an arrow on Figure 22. This figure clearly shows
that for a fixed Lorentzian linewidth (Λ) and noise standard deviation (σn), the error
(σλ) changes considerably depending on the noise p.d.f and the sampling resolution
(δ).
Table 3: The parametric estimates of α1 for Gaussian, uniform, and Laplacian noise







































A 0.320 0.764 -0.297
B 0.166 - -
ε - -0.412 -




















Figure 22: The scaling factor α1 in Equation 16 for various amplitude noise p.d.fs
(Gaussian: circles, uniform: squares, Laplacian: diamonds). The standard deviation
of the error (σλ) is obtained by Monte Carlo simulations, from which α1 = σλ/(Λ
√
σn)
is calculated. For each noise p.d.f, the corresponding parametric model presented in
Table 3 is fitted to the numerical results to find optimal A and B coefficients.
that in Appendix A I replaced the real resonance lineshape with a quadratic approx-
imation early on in the argument. Hence, the σΛ ∼ Λ behavior is expected to be
true for any general lineshape with a quadratic form around its resonance. But to
extend the results beyond a Lorentzian lineshape, we need a general definition for
the linewidth. According to Appendix A, if the functional variation of the resonance
lineshape with wavelength (λ) is given by R(λ), the parameter Λ is in fact related to













This is the equation that we needed to generalize the results in Table 3 beyond a
Lorentzian lineshape. In order to show the versatility of the definition in Equation 18,







where F is the so-called Fano parameter, and γ is the width in the wavelength domain.














γ2(1 + F 2)
. (20b)
Hence, by plugging Equation 20 in Equations 18 and 16, the error at the maximum




















The factor α1 in these equations is the same as that presented in Figure (22). I will
use of this relation in my discussion in Section 4.4.
4.3.2 Linear Regression method for error estimation
Another conventional method of resonance detection is fitting a parametric function
to the lineshape around the resonance wavelength [119, 123]. Specifically, linear
regression can be used to fit a quadratic function to the data with a relatively small
computational load. The fitting function, f(λ), is
f(λ) = p1λ
2 + p2λ+ p3, (22)
from which, the resonance wavelength is estimated as λres = −p2/2p1. Using the ma-
trix representation of linear regression [119], I have calculated the error approximately
to be







The window length (i.e., the number of data samples used in the linear regression) is



















Figure 23: The Monte Carlo simulations (circles) and theoretical estimates (dashed
lines) of the resonance detection error (σλ) for linear regression method. The the-
oretical estimate is obtained from Equation 23. The Monte Carlo simulations are
performed for Λ = 1, uniform noise p.d.f, N being the closest integer to Λ/10δ, and
103 iterations. The number next to each curve is the SNR defined as 20 log σn. The
Lorentzian amplitude is unity, as in Equation A.5.
( 1), so that only the dominant terms in N are kept in the calculations. 2) The
fitting window is symmetrically positioned around the actual resonance wavelength.
Although the actual resonance wavelength is not known initially, a fairly accurate
positioning for this window can be achieved either by few iterations of the linear
regression method, or by the absolute minimum method provided its error is relatively
small. 3) The resonance linewidth, i.e., Λ in Equation A.5, is known. So, I let
p1 = 4/Λ
2. This is a reasonable assumption as in most practical cases the resonance
shift does not alter the linewidth considerably.
Figure 23 compares the results of the Monte Carlo simulations (Λ = 1, uniform
noise p.d.f, N set to be the closest integer to Λ/10δ, and 103 iterations) and those
estimated by Equation 23. In these simulations, I assume an estimation window
symmetrically positioned around the actual resonance wavelength, and calculate the
resonance wavelength using λres = −p2Λ2/8 (assuming a known Λ). The good agree-
ment between the two sets of results is visible from Figure 23.
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Since my definition of lineshape is similar to that in Appendix A, the result of
Equation 23 can be extended to any lineshape with quadratic behavior around the
extremum point. Hence, the Λ calculated from the Equations 18 and 20 can be





















γ2(1 + F 2)
δF 4
. (24b)
Finally, it is worth discussing the implications of Equations 16 and 23 for the
optimization of LOD in resonance-based sensors. A conventional definition for LOD
is 3σλ/S, with S being the sensitivity of the resonance [98]. Subject to a fixed δ/Λ,
τ (detector integration time per sample, affecting σn), and (Nδ)/Λ; we have LOD
∼ 3σλ ∼ 1/Q (Q = λres/Λ). This result is observed both for the absolute minimum
method in Equation 16 and for the linear regression method in Equation 23. Whereas,
if we use the linear regression method with fixed δ, τ , and (Nδ)/Λ; Equation 23 results
in LOD ∼ 3σλ ∼ 1/
√
Q (as opposed to ∼ 1/Q). This example shows the importance
of resonance detection method in determining what figure of merit (e.g., ∼ 1/
√
Q
or ∼ 1/Q) should be used. Similar to the argument above, for any arbitrary case
with its specific restrictions, Equations 16 and 23 provide proper analytical tools to
optimize LOD based on the specifics of the sensor system.
4.4 Discussion: Statistics tail versus average noise power
Although our estimates of σλ for both methods depend on the noise standard devia-
tion (σn), the interpretation of σn is fundamentally different in these two cases. In the
absolute minimum method, the resonance is determined by the sample that has the
smallest (i.e., largest negative) noise. Thus, the tail section of the noise p.d.f (i.e., the
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section corresponding to extreme values) most critically affects the resonance detec-
tion. That is to say, if we keep the negative tail of the noise p.d.f intact and replace
the rest of the p.d.f arbitrarily, the absolute minimum method is not expected to
produce much different σλ. In marked contrast to this rationale, the linear regression
method leads to a linear relationship between the noise standard deviation (σn) and
the error (σλ), no matter what the noise p.d.f is. Thus, σn is directly related to and
represented by the noise power in the linear regression method.
To better discern the σn interpretations, I carried out a numerical experiment
on a Fano lineshape subject to a two-level quantization noise. Quantization noise is
especially important for near-zero signals. One such example is a resonance dip (see
Figure 21d). I let the noise p.d.f, pn(n), be comprised of two similar Gaussian peaks






















By changing the spacing between the quantization levels (|µ1 − µ2|), the standard
deviation of the noise changes while the overall tail stays almost the same. In this
situation, for the tail-dependent absolute minimum method, we do not expect σλ to
change with the spacing between the quantization levels. Whereas, for the linear
regression method, σλ is expected to change almost linearly with the spacing between
the quantization levels.
For this numerical experiment, I use a Fano lineshape as defined by Equation 19
with F = 1, R0 = 1, γ = 1, and I focus on the detection of the Fano dip at λ = −1.
The sampling resolution is δ = 0.01, and the standard deviation of each individual
Gaussian peak in Equation 25 is σ0 = 0.01. Linear regression is applied in a window
of N = 30 samples around the Fano peak. The results presented in Figure 24 confirm




























Figure 24: The error in the absolute minimum method (circles) and the linear regres-
sion method (squares), in the presence of a bi-level quantization noise. The resonance
is a Fano dip with F = 1, R0 = 1, and γ = 1, as shown in inset (a). The standard
deviation of the noise (σn) is changed by increasing the spacing between the two
Gaussian peaks in the noise p.d.f, shown in the inset (b). Each of the two quantized
levels is represented by a Gaussian with σ0 = 0.01. Dashed lines demonstrate the
theoretical formula for: the absolute minimum method, with α1 = 0.25 and σn = σ0
in Equation 21b; and the linear regression method, with σn in Equation 24b being
the total standard deviation of the noise (which is the same parameter shown on the
horizontal axis in this figure).
the tail of the noise p.d.f, while in the linear regression method the noise standard
deviation is the determining factor.
It should be noted that the invariability of the error (σλ) with the noise standard
deviation (σn) for the absolute minimum method in this experiment does not contra-
dict the σλ ∼
√
σn trend implied by Equation 16. The
√
σn trend there was derived
for a self-similar noise p.d.f subject to merely a linear scaling1. However, the standard
deviation of noise in the numerical experiment of Figure (24) changes by a shift in
the individual peaks, and not a linear scaling. Thus, the α1 factor also changes when
|µ1− µ2| varies. The combined variation of σn and α1 results in the nearly-invariable
1two random variables X and Y are said to be self-similar if there exists a scaling factor like c
such that pY (y) = cpX(cy) for any y.
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behavior of σλ in Figure 24. This numerical experiment also demonstrates consider-
able variations of α1 for noise p.d.fs other than the Gaussian distribution. This fact
entails caution in using the Λ
√
σn trend for absolute minimum method in general.
The formulas derived in Equations 16 and 23 for the resonance detection error
allow for the systematic optimization of resonance-based sensors in a large set of
applications. Compared to previous results (e.g., Equation 15), the proposed closed-
form formulas are not limited to specific cases such as Gaussian noise or Lorentzian
lineshape.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, I presented closed-form formulas for the estimation of the error in
resonance detection. The focus was on two algorithms with low computational load:
absolute minimum method, and linear regression method. The proposed formulas
accommodate a wide class of noise statistics and resonance lineshapes. Noise mea-
surements in a conventional laser-scanning setup revealed a dominant quantization
noise for near-zero signals. The two above mentioned methods were juxtaposed in
the specific case of quantization noise, to discuss that while in the former the error
depends on the tail behavior of the noise p.d.f, in the latter the total power of noise is
the important noise characteristic. The presented formulas remarkably simplify the
optimization process of resonance-tracking sensors.
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CHAPTER V
EXPERIMENTAL NOISE STUDY: AN
INTERFEROMETRIC TECHNIQUE FOR WAVELENGTH
NOISE SUPPRESSION
5.1 Introduction
As I discussed in Section 2.2, the LOD is defined as 3σ/S. Smaller LODs are achieved
either by the enhancement of the device sensitivity (S), or through the improvement
of detection accuracy (by reducing σ). Although an increase in the device sensitivity
can compromise other system performance measures, such as multiplexing capabil-
ity within a fixed bandwidth, an improvement in the detection accuracy does not
cause such compromises. Our discussion throughout this chapter examines the σ in
Equation 13 for the resonance tracking of integrated photonic resonators. Spectrally
multiplexed sensor arrays function over a relatively wide bandwidth including several
multiplexed resonances. Hence, it is also important for a highly multiplexed sensor
system to maintain its low LOD (i.e., small σ) over a wide bandwidth.
Sensor uncertainties can arise from device-level and system-level phenomena. A
drift in temperature, for example, can lead to a resonance shift practically indis-
tinguishable from the one originated from the binding of the target molecules. For
the suppression of the effect of temperature drift, several solutions including active
temperature control [4], athermal strucures [72], and on-chip differential referencing
[73, 82] have been proposed. Biochemical interference is another source of device-
level noise, causing an ambiguity in relating the resonance shift to the presence of
the target molecules [124, 125]. To increase the specificity of the sensor and reduce
biochemical interference, the surface of the sensing resonator is functionalized with
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selective receptor biomolecules to capture only the desired molecules [126].
In contrast to the above-mentioned effects, the system-level uncertainties arise
from the inaccuracies of optical interrogation system. For resonance-based integrated
sensors, the employment of a tunable laser to scan the spectrum of the resonator is a
conventional method for resonance tracking [127]. In this method, shot and thermal
noises, either at the laser source or at the detector, are among the fundamental sources
of amplitude noise [128]. Additionally, electronic noises and mechanical vibrations at
the coupling points in the light path contribute to the random variations, not readily
amenable to parametric modeling. Optical spectrum processing [129] and curve fitting
[126, 130] have been used to reduce these amplitude noises. In parallel, proper device
and system designs help remove some unwanted spectral features such as Fabry-Perot
oscillations. On the other hand, to reduce the inaccuracies in laser wavelength, precise
wavelength measurement techniques have been proposed to correct for the wavelength
deviations of tunable lasers [54, 127, 131].
This chapter investigates the sources of uncertainty in resonance detection for
resonance-based lab-on-chip sensors using SiN microring resonators as the sensing
device. Microring resonators have attracted extensive attention because of their sim-
ple structure and CMOS-compatible fabrication [86, 132]. I present here a systematic
and detailed statistical study of the experimental data from an array of SiN micror-
ing resonators to compare the relative significance of different sources of uncertainty.
The measurement variations are shown to originate from the laser scan, and a sim-
ple and effective interferometric correction technique is proposed and demonstrated
to suppress this noise by more than one order of magnitude down to 3σ ∼ 120 fm
(wavelength error). Contrary to conventional fringe-counting methods, this technique
takes advantage of the whole interferometric data to correct for sub-periodic wave-
length deviations (i.e., wavelength deviations much smaller than the spectral period
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of the interferometer). Our technique is simple, low-cost, suitable for on-chip integra-
tion, and excludes the use of active temperature controllers and high end wavemeters.
The performance is studied across a relatively wide (6 nm) wavelength tuning range,
as it is demanded in highly multiplexed sensing systems.
The structure of the chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2, I discuss device theory,
fabrication, and experimental characterization setup. The sources of noise and their
relative significance are discussed in Section 5.3. Based on these results, Section 5.4
is devoted to an effective wavelength measurement technique for the compensation of
the dominant source of noise. The discussion of the results and final conclusions are
summarized in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.
5.2 On-chip Device and Optical System
Figure 25a shows the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a one-dimensional array
of five microring resonators with a width of 500 nm and an outer radius of about 20 µm,
serially coupled to a common bus waveguide with a width of 500 nm. The resonance
wavelengths of adjacent resonators differ by 0.25 nm, which is consistent with our
design. The fabrication of the device is similar to that explained in Chapter 3, but
here I cover the whole surface with the protective oxide layer without any openings.
A setup similar to that described in Section 3.2.3 was used for device characteriza-
tion. The setup is controlled by LabView software to scan the laser wavelength (from
652 nm to 660 nm) and record the detector readout synchronously. Laser scan rate
is 1 nm/s; and the spectrum sampling resolution is 20 fm. Normalized transmission
spectrum is calculated by dividing the transmitted power (through the waveguide
in Figure 25a) to the baseline power. The baseline power is obtained by low-pass
filtering the transmitted power to remove the resonance features of the spectrum.
The presence of five adjacent resonances is clear in Figure 25b. From the repeated
resonances, the FSR of the resonators is measured to be 1.65 nm, which is consistent
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Figure 25: (a) An SEM of five SiN microrings coupled to a bus waveguide. The
width of each microring is 500 nm to ensure single-mode operation, and its radius is
about 20 µm. (b) The experimental transmission spectrum of the device. Marked
resonances are four azimuthal mode orders of the five microrings. The normalized
transmitted spectrum is calculated by dividing the transmitted power to the baseline.
The baseline is obtained by low-pass filtering the transmitted power.
Figure 26: Normalized transmission spectrum for a single resonance shown in Fig-
ure 25. The linewidth is about 10 pm, and the Q is 6.5× 104.
with our finite-element simulations implemented in the COMSOL environment. I
measured quality factors of 1.8× 104 to 7.1× 104 for the resonators, with an average
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of 5.4×104 and standard deviation of 1.4×104. This variation is primarily caused by
fabrication imperfections. The spectrum of a single resonance is shown in Figure 26.
The transmission of the device is measured repeatedly 60 times without changing
any experimental settings. I will use this ensemble for our statistical analysis in
Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
5.3 Noise sources
In this section, noise sources are discussed; and their effects on the repeatability of
the resonance detection, i.e., σ in Equation 13, are examined. The result of this
examination will then be used to minimize the uncertainty in resonance detection.
5.3.1 Temperature effects
For integrated photonic devices, temperature fluctuations are among the most im-
portant environmental factors introducing undesired resonance drifts. In this regard,
two distinct mechanisms should be distinguished from each other: 1) homogeneous
temperature drifts; and 2) thermodynamic temperature fluctuations. On the one
hand, the microrings are in contact with an environment with a time-dependent tem-
perature. Thus, the temporal variations of average temperature lead to undesired
resonance shifts. On the other hand, even if the average temperature is ideally stabi-
lized, the temperature of the microring will fluctuate because of its finite volume. The
temperature fluctuations of a microring in contact with a heat bath (i.e., the second
noise source mentioned above) can be evaluated according to the thermodynamics of
this system.
The resonance wavelength drifts (with a standard deviation of σλ,T ) originating
from the homogeneous temperature drifts can be expressed in terms of average tem-











Assuming a resonance wavelength (λ0) of 655 nm, a group index (ng) of 2.16; an effec-
tive index (neff ) of 1.73 (from COMSOL simulations); ∂neff/∂T of 2.4× 10−5 K−1,
close to the thermo-optic coefficient (TOC) of SiN [75]; and an effective coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE or αL) of ' 2× 10−6 K−1 [134, 135]; the temperature sensi-
tivity (σλ,T/σT ) is about 8.3 pm/K according to Equation 26. Equivalently, from our
finite-element calculations of the resonance wavelength of the microring resonators
implemented in the COMSOL environment, assuming a TOC of 2.4× 10−5 K−1 for
SiN; a TOC of 1× 10−5 K−1 for SiO2 [75]; and CTE of ' 2× 10−6 K−1; the temper-
ature sensitivity is about 8.2 pm/K.
This type of temperature drift can be avoided by athermal designs that compen-
sate the wavelength drifts originating from the thermo-optic effect in the core with
that from the cladding and the substrate of the structure by employing materials
with positive and negative TOCs, so that ∂neff/∂T = 0 [72, 133, 136]. Another
compensation technique is to use one or a subset of the microrings as reference. In
doing so, each reference microring is isolated from the test solution by a protective
layer [73, 82]. The wavelength drifts of the reference microrings are attributed to
the temperature variations and subtracted from the wavelength drifts in the sensing
microring to compensate for the homogeneous drifts. This differential resonance shift
is not affected by a common drift in the temperatures of the microrings.
Although the average temperature drift can be compensated by athermal designs
or differential measurements, such techniques do not help with the thermodynamic
fluctuations of the temperature, where the contributions of different regions of the
device (with either positive or negative TOC regions) are random variables adding up
to form the overall resonance shift. The addition of these random variables will always
result in an increased overall standard deviation, whether the TOCs are positive or
negative. In this sense, SiN or SiO2 resonators have an inherent advantage over Si
resonators, because of their considerably smaller TOCs.
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Thermodynamics sets a fundamental temperature noise floor for a microring in





with κ, T , ρ, C, and V being the Boltzmann constant, absolute temperature, material
density, specific heat capacity of resonator material, and mode volume, respectively.
For SiN microrings studied here with ρ = 3.3 g/cm3; C = 7× 102 J/kgK; and V '
15 µm3; we will have fundamental thermal fluctuations of
√
< u2 > ' 0.2 mK at room
temperature (T = 300 K). Hence, with a sensitivity of 8.3 pm/K, the corresponding
fundamental thermorefractive noise in the system is σλ,T ' 2 fm at room temperature.
5.3.2 Amplitude Noise
Ideally, we need as many data points as the number of model parameters to estimate
the resonance lineshape and determine the resonance wavelength. Practically, two
types of nonidealities hinder an accurate estimation: 1) random amplitude noises;
and 2) the lack of an exact model for the system. While the former results in an un-
correlated noise on the sampled spectrum, the latter generates a correlated pattern in
the measurements. Shot noise and thermal noise, either at the laser, at the detector,
or at the electronics, are examples of such random noises [138, 139]. Spectrum pro-
cessing techniques, including denoising and the use of parametric fitting, have been
used to reduce the random amplitude noise [129, 140]. On the other hand, fabrica-
tion imperfections lead to resonance lineshape deformation, causing a correlated noise
that can be most effectively removed by proper modeling. Examples of these devia-
tions include Fabry-Perot oscillations and Fano-like resonance features [141], added
to the transmission spectrum because of fabrication imperfections introducing partial
reflections.
The effect of random amplitude noises can be studied statistically by Monte Carlo
simulations. I used a Lorentzian resonance with Q = 5 × 104, an additive white
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Gaussian noise, and a sampling rate of 20 fm in our Monte Carlo simulations (with
104 iterations per data point), carried out similar to Ref. [84]. The generation of
the Lorentzian resonance feature, the addition of the noise, and the determination
of the resonance from the noisy resonance feature are performed in MATLAB. The
ratio of the amplitude of the resonance feature (1 V) to the standard deviation of
the noise is defined as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To estimate the resonance
wavelength from the noisy data, I used and compared three different algorithms. The
first algorithm simply searches for the minimum of the noisy resonance feature. The
second algorithm considers a window of 201 samples, selected symmetrically around
the minimum point of the noisy resonance feature, and fits a quadratic polynomial
to the data using linear regression. The third algorithm fits a Lorentzian function,
within the same window as the second method does, to find the resonance features.
The results shown in Figure 27 compare three resonance detection algorithms in terms
of the standard deviations of detected resonance.
By performing multiple experimental measurements of microring resonances, the
amplitude noise around the resonance wavelengths is measured to be few millivolts.
Thus the experimental SNR is around 50 dB, for which the standard deviation of
these three detection techniques are respectively, 176 fm, 7 fm, and 5 fm according to
the Monte Carlo simulation (see Figure 27). The difference between the quadratic fit
and the Lorentzian fit becomes noticeable for higher SNRs, but for the working range
of our experiment (with a SNR around 50 dB) a simple quadratic fit is sufficiently
accurate and will be used. The expected∼ 7 fm variations of the resonance wavelength
using a quadratic fit will be compared against the experimental level of noise in
Section 5.3.4 to determine whether the noise mechanism discussed in this section can
be the dominant noise factor in our setup.
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Figure 27: A comparison of the performance of the three detection methods for
different noise levels calculated using Monte Carlo simulations. dBpm is defined as
10log(σ/1pm).
5.3.3 Wavelength noise
Our measurement setup measures {λ, T (λ)} samples, providing the transmission,
T (λ), at each wavelength, λ. Section 5.3.2 described the effect of the amplitude
noises on T (λ). This section looks into the wavelength noise on λ. In our setup, the
LabView software instructs the laser controller to scan the wavelength with a fixed
forward slew rate (r) in time (t) as
λ(t) = 652 nm + r × t, (28)
while collecting the readout of the detector to form data points {λ(t0), T (λ(t0))}
at each time instant t0. If the laser wavelength is off by δλ(t0), the detector will
record T (λ(t0) + δλ(t0)), instead of T (λ(t0)), in the absence of any other noises. This
deviation can also be modeled as an equivalent amplitude noise of
δT (t0) = T (λ(t0) + δλ(t0))− T (λ(t0)). (29)
However, the conventional representation of this noise is in the form of a noise on
the wavelength, and it is referred to as the spectral noise [84] or the wavelength noise
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[106].
The prominent sources of wavelength noise in our setup are the phase noise of
the laser; the inaccuracy of the tunable laser in setting the wavelength, resulting in a
difference between the actual wavelength and the set wavelength of the laser at each
time; and the jitters of analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Phase noise of the laser
results in the broadening of the linewidth. Thus, the wavelength noise contribution
from phase noise is on the order of the effective laser linewidth. The laser used in
our setup has a linewidth of < 300 kHz, which amounts to a wavelength noise of
σλ < 0.4 fm. Practically, the laser linewidth is rarely the dominant limiting factor
for the microring resonators discussed here considering typical ∼ 100 kHz linewidths
of existing commercial tunable lasers. For integrated photonic systems, hybrid on-
chip Si photonic lasers have been demonstrated with a linewidth of 3.6 MHz, opening
up the possibility for < MHz linewidths in near future [142, 143]. Recent proof-of-
concept demonstrations also indicate the possibility of kHz (i.e., ∼ 10 attometers)
linewidths [144].
At the above-mentioned linewidths, typically the variations induced by the tuning
mechanism dominate the phase noise of the laser, especially where the tuning mech-
anism is mechanical or thermal. This implies the possibility of employing external
on-chip calibration devices, such as Mach-Zehnder interferometers, to improve the
performance of system-on-chip devices without requiring complex laser stabilization
circuitry. The external-cavity laser of this experiment uses Littman-Metcalf [145, 146]
configuration, which is commonplace for commercial external-cavity tunable lasers.
A mirror mounted on a rotating arm tunes the cavity length and thus the wavelength.
The coarse mechanical movement of the mirror is controlled by a DC motor to cover
the whole scan range. For higher-frequency and finer tuning, a piezoelectric actuator
with a working range equivalent to few steps of the DC motor is used. The controller
of the laser uses the feedback data of an angle detector mounted on the rotating mirror
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and a reference table to control the wavelength. Commercial tunable lasers are also
available with an internal wavelength meter that directly measures the wavelength to
be fed back to the controller. The nominal wavelength tuning resolution of our laser
is 20 pm.
5.3.4 Noise measurement
The measurement of σ (total standard deviations in the resonance wavelength) from
the experimental data described in Section 5.2 helps evaluate the dominant source
of noise. I use the differential resonance shifts here in order to remove the effect of
temperature and other environmental drifts. This also eliminates the undesired scan-
to-scan variations of the laser wavelength (i.e., the variations of actual wavelength for
a fixed set wavelength from one scan to another), although it does not compensate for
within-scan variations (i.e., the differential variations of actual wavelengths for any
two set wavelengths in each scan). The total scan-to-scan variations were observed
to be around 10 pm in the setup without differential resonance measurements. In
order to compensate the scan-to-scan variations, I use the average of a number of
neighboring resonances for each resonance as its reference resonance wavelength. The
Nr neighboring resonances are selected such that the resonance of interest (indexed i)
falls in the middle, i.e., these neighbors range from i−bNr/2c (closest integer smaller
or equal to Nr/2) to i+ dNr/2e (closest integer larger or equal to Nr/2). I calculate
the differential shift for the i-th resonance Ri as






Assuming the noises on the detected resonances to be independent and identically
distributed random variables, the standard deviation of the i-th resonance referenced
to its Nr neighboring resonances will be







Figure 28: Experimental referencing performance (the standard deviation in Equa-
tion 30) with different numbers of reference resonances involved. The solid line is the
fit according to the model in Equation 31.
where σ̂ is the standard deviation of each detected resonance, originating from within-
scan wavelength variations. I have plotted σ, defined as: σ(i, Nr) averaged over
i ∈ {6, ..., 15}, in Figure 28. Fitting Equation 31 to this plot determines individual
deviations of σ̂ = 410 fm, which if accounted for by temperature only, corresponds
to a temperature standard deviation of σT ∼ 0.2 K. As the farthest resonators are
located 400 µm apart on the chip and all are scanned in about 8 seconds, the observed
resonance variations of 410 fm cannot be solely attributed to temperature changes,
as it corresponds to a temporal temperature fluctuation of ∼ 1 K/s, or a spatial
temperature gradient of ∼ 2 K/mm, which is very unlikely for the practical condition
of our setup. On the other hand, as argued in Section 5.3.2 for the amplitude noise,
the measured SNR in our system corresponds to resonance variations of ∼ 7 fm using
a quadratic polynomial fit. According to the nominal 20 pm accuracy of the laser in
tuning the wavelength, I believe that the laser scan wavelength noise is the dominant
source of noise. Thus, any effort to reduce this noise will result in considerable
improvement in the sensor performance. The experiments and observations presented
in the Section 5.4 will further support this claim.
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5.4 Wavelength correction
In this section, I discuss an interferometric technique to monitor the wavelength and
reduce the wavelength noise. The critical point in the resonance detection algorithm,
where the dominant noise is added, is the assignment of pertinent wavelengths to
the data points homogeneously sampled in time. This wavelength assignment is a
projection from the time axis of the measurement to the wavelength axis, and I will
refer to this projection as t-λ mapping.
To remove the wavelength noise, I measured a known and well-characterized spec-
tral response simultaneously with our microring sensor, and used the inverse function
of the spectral response to find the relative wavelengths. As shown in Figure 29, I
used a Michelson interferometer to meet this goal, although the method can work
with any other device with a robust spectral response. As I am interested in the
relative, rather than absolute, resonance shifts; the interferometer does not need any
moving parts [147, 148].
The measurement of the transmission power of the device by detector D1, and
all the parameters of the measurement system (laser scan rate, sampling resolution,
etc.) are similar to those explained in Section 5.2. The Michelson interferometer in
Figure 29 is designed to have a period of 1.58 pm. This period is chosen to be wide
enough so that the system can densely sample the interferometer oscillations, but
narrow enough to keep the detector noise of the interferometer much smaller than
the interferometer peak-to-peak oscillations. Since analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
samples are evenly spaced in time, a uniform wavelength scan is expected to result
in a sinusoidal readout by the interferometer detector (D2 in Figure 29).
The wavelength difference among the data points is calculated using the inverse
function of the sinusoidal response of the interferometer. This process is depicted in
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Figure 29: Sensor characterization setup with a Michelson interferometer for the
compensation of wavelength noise. After a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), the TM
polarization is used as the input to the sensor chip, while the TE polarization is
directed toward the Michelson interferometer. M denotes mirror; L, objective lens;
D, detector; and λ/2, half-wave plate. The LabView module includes an analog-to-
digital converter that samples the analog readout of the detectors D1 and D2, and
sends the digitized samples to a personal computer (PC).
Figure 30, where the wavelength offset, δλ(t), relative to the closest peak (λpeakn ), is













in which I(t) is the interferometer readout at time t, and ∆λ is the interferometer pe-
riod in the wavelength domain. The baseline (I0) and local interferometer amplitude
(I1) are estimated by fitting a sinusoid locally to the data. The ± in Equation 32
refers to the temporal positioning of the data point after (for +) or before (for −)
the closest peak (λpeakn ). Equation (32) provides the required inverse function for t-λ
mapping.
Figure 31 shows the experimental readout for forward slew rates (i.e., scan speeds)
of 0.5, 1, and 6 nm/s. A MATLAB code was prepared to identify and count all the
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Figure 30: Interferometer recording by the detector D2 in Figure 29, from 0 to
0.7 ms. The parameters in Equation 32 are defined on this figure. The interferometer
recording contains the wavelength deviation information.
interferometer peaks. The data from D2 is smoothened by a 40-point moving average
filter (about half the length of one interferometer period) and local maxima/minima
are used to identify the interferometer periods. I0 is calculated as the average of the
amplitudes of the two closets extreme points (minima or maxima) points, and I1 is
calculated as the half the difference of the amplitudes of these two extreme points.
Finally, the mapped wavelength for each data point is calculated using Equation 32.
Each scan of the spectrum contains around 5000 interferometer peaks. The code was
capable of recognizing the scans wherein one or more of these interferometer peaks
were not successfully identified. This can happen because of a drastic deviation of
the laser scan during one or few of the interferometer periods. Such scans, occurring
in about 5% of the cases, were removed from this study as the code has been able to
identify them a priori. To avoid the occurrence of such scans, the combination of two
interferometers (with fine and coarse periods) and more complex pattern recognition
algorithms can be used to increase the reliability.
Next, I will experimentally investigate the efficiency of the t-λ mapping algorithm
in reducing the wavelength noise of the sensor structure in Figure 29. The resonances
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Figure 31: The interferometer recording in the setup of Figure 29 (measured by
D2) for different laser scan speeds. Forward slew rates are (a) 0.5 nm/s (b) 1 nm/s
(c) 6 nm/s. The parameter λ shows the nominal wavelength, calculated by a linear
mapping from the time domain (i.e., time instances at which the ADC samples the
detectors) to wavelength domain, assuming that the laser scan is linear. A linear scan
results in a sinusoidal recording. The deviations observed in these figures correspond
to the deviations of the laser wavelength from linear scan. The deviations are random
in general.
are studied in (Ri,Rj) pairs, where |i − j| 6= 5, 10, or 15 (to exclude the pairs corre-











= 20!/2!(20− 2)!. For each pair, the stan-
dard deviation of the spectral spacing (Ri−Rj) is calculated over the ensemble of 60
measurements. A representative probability distribution function for two resonances,
with Ri −Rj = 5.097 nm, is shown in Figure 32a.
The average over all 160 pairs using the interferometric technique is σavgint = 41 fm,
compared to σavg0 = 585 fm without the interferometer. The smallest standard de-
viation in this data set is 15 fm (3σint = 45 fm) corresponding to 11th and 13th
resonances, R13 − R11. The standard deviation of σint over the 160 resonance pairs
is 19 fm. A histogram of the standard deviations for the resonance pairs, with and
without the interferometric correction, is illustrated in Figure 32b. The ability of
the interferometer-based technique for reducing wavelength error is evident in from
Figure 32.
I also calculated the statistical distribution of the improvement ratio (I.R.) in










Figure 32: The comparison of the standard deviation of resonance detection with
and without t-λ mapping. (a) An example of the probability distribution functions
for a resonance pair with an average spectral spacing of R4 − R20 = 5.097 nm. (b)
The histograms of standard deviations with (σint) and without (σ0) t-λ mapping.





standard deviation of Ri−Rj after correcting the wavelength with t-λ mapping, and
that with simple linear mapping (without any correction). The improvement ratio has
an average of ∼ 18, a median of ∼ 16, and a standard deviation of ∼ 9. This clearly
shows the power of our proposed correction technique in reducing the dominant noise
factor in the sensor structure of Figure 25a.
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5.5 Discussion
Accurate resonance wavelength detection in resonator-based lab-on-chip sensors is
a crucial step for achieving low LODs and reliable, repeatable performance. The
results shown in Figure 32 suggest that our t-λ mapping technique improves the
detection accuracy of the sensor in Figure 25a by more than one order of magnitude
down to an average standard deviation of 3σ = 120 fm, leading to an enhancement
in the LOD by a similar factor. This observation reveals that the deviations in the
initial system (σavg0 = 585 fm in Section 5.4, or equivalently,
√
2σ̂ = 580 fm from
Section 5.3.1) were dominated by the wavelength noise of the laser. The results also
demonstrate the possibility of achieving an accuracy of 3σ ∼ 45 fm (calculated from
the 60 measurements of two specific resonances) using only one reference resonator
and without cooling or temperature stabilization. The interferometer measurements
are carried out in parallel to the transmission measurements of the device, and the
required data processing involves a moving-average filtering and few mathematical
operations per data point. Thus, even using modest processors, our technique does
not reduce the detection speed.
I did not use any temperature control or cooling for our measurements. Using
a cooled and thermally stabilized fiber-based interferometer, with an FSR of 40.8
MHz, a repeatability of ∼ 0.4 fm has been reported for microtoroids [54]. This ac-
curacy, however, entails a temperature stabilization better than ∼ 1× 10−4 K for
an SiO2 microtoroid resonator. Our setup does not require any temperature control
on the resonators or on the interferometer. Using thermal stabilizers in our system
can improve the measurement accuracy, but such techniques add considerable com-
plexity to the sensor and limit its practical application, especially in point-of-care
and resource-limited settings. Furthermore, it has been the objective of this work to
achieve accuracy homogeneously over a relatively wide bandwidth (here 6 nm), which
is of interest for the applications requiring a high degree of spectral multiplexing. It
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should be mentioned that the use of high-end laboratory equipment might obviate the
need for an interferometer, but increases the complexity, cost, and size of the system
considerably [37, 52]. Note that our technique can be readily used in many exist-
ing photonic resonance-based sensor chips to improve the detection limit by at least
one order of magnitude without being limited to a specific resonator type, substrate
material, or an interferometer configuration.
In another report, a 25-GHz Fabry-Perot etalon has been used as a wavelength
reference to achieve a root-mean-square noise of 220 fm (i.e., a 3σ noise 660 fm) for
Si microrings [127]. The technique proposed here takes advantage of the amplitude
of the interferometer reading at each data point to correct the associated wavelength
deviation, as opposed to relying only on the data from the interferometer peaks.
Therefore, this technique can correct for the sub-periodic deviations between the
adjacent peaks. Such sub-periodic deviations are completely missed in the simple
interpolation of the wavelength values measured only at the peaks.
Although I have used SiN microrings as the sensing resonators, the concept dis-
cussed here is applicable to other resonance tracking systems. The integrated version
of this technique, e.g., realized in the form of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, benefits
point-of-care and handheld bio/chemical sensing applications [149]. Furthermore, it
allows for low-cost tunable lasers to scan the spectrum without requiring complex
feedback circuitry for controlling the wavelength. In another aspect, our technique
mitigates the issue of laser idle time in resonance-free bands of the spectrum. Adding
a coarse interferometer (with a larger period), working in tandem with the fine inter-
ferometer used here, enables higher scan rates in resonance-free bands of the spectrum
without loss of accuracy. As the internal configuration of the external cavity diode
laser used here is one of the most widely used configurations in commercial lasers, I
expect the conclusions here to be beneficial for other studies using similar setups. It
should also be noted that because of its general nature, our technique can be applied
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to other on-chip resonance-based photonic sensors, such as photonic crystals and slot
microrings.
To put the numbers from this study in a practical context, I discuss the specific
case of cardiac biomarker detection for the diagnosis of heart failure. Cardiac Tro-
ponin I (cTnI) is one of the most widely used blood biomarkers for the detection of
myocardial injury [150]. For a typical sensitivity of ∼ 100 pm/nm for the SiN mi-
crorings (i.e., ∼ 100 pm resonance shift for the deposition of a 1 nm layer with the
refractive index of 1.45), a wavelength resolution of 3σ ' 120 fm demonstrated here
corresponds to an equivalent layer of about 1 pm thick, as the thinnest layer that
the sensor is able to detect on its surface. Assuming a diameter of 4 nm for cTnI
(the typical dimension of proteins with about 200 residues, as is the case for cTnI),
a 1 pm layer on the SiN microring sensor amounts to the volume of about 4000 cTnI
molecules. With a typical surface coverage of 1012 antibodies per cm2 [151], about 106
antibody molecules will be available on the microring surface after antibody immo-
bilization. As the smallest number of cTnI molecules on the surface that the sensor
is able to sense is 4000, the smallest cTnI concentration that the sensor can sense is
4000/106×KD (KD is dissociation constant for cTnI/anti-cTnI). Assuming a dissoci-
ation constant in the nanomolar range (i.e., KD ∼ 1 nM ∼ 24 µg/l, as the molecular
weight of cTnI is 24 kDa), the smallest cTnI concentration that this sensor can sense
is ∼ 0.08 µg/l. This detection limit is within the clinically relevant range for cTnI
[152, 153]. Therefore, using our proposed technique, clinically relevant concentrations
of cTnI can be detected without the need to time-consuming sample preconcentration
methods [103]. It should be noted that in order for the sensor system to take advan-
tage of the wavelength correction technique discussed here, proper surface chemistry
prohibiting non-specific binding should be used to avoid the dominance of biochemical
noises in practice [154]. In this sense, the estimated value here (i.e., LOD ∼ 0.08 µg/l)




A detailed study of noise sources in the laser-scanning setup for multiplexed integrated
photonic sensors, which is a common configuration in many sensing scenarios, shows
that the major source of noise is the inaccuracy of the laser in setting the wavelength.
An efficient interferometric technique relying on sub-periodic wavelength correction
was proposed and experimentally demonstrated to improve the detection accuracy by
more than one order of magnitude from 3σ = 1.8 pm to 3σ = 120 fm (with σ being
the standard deviations of measured resonance wavelength). This is the best reported
repeatability at room temperature for the resonance detection of integrated micror-
ing and photonic crystal resonators to the best of our knowledge. Our technique is
distinct from conventional interferometry techniques in its capability of sub-periodic
wavelength correction enabled by the use of an inverse algorithm. The corresponding
improvement in the LOD of the lab-on-chip sensors, by adding a simple interferometer
without any temperature stabilization or cooling, is a main advantage of our tech-
nique. In addition, it allows for the realization of lab-on-chip sensor systems having a
low-cost on-chip tunable laser without complicated control circuitry. Thus, our tech-





6.1 Summary of Achievements
Optical and photonic technologies offer unique and versatile solutions for critical ap-
plications such as public and private health monitoring, communications, and man-
ufacturing. Novel nanofabrication techniques, on the other hand, have enabled the
realization of ever shirking devices. On-chip photonic resonators, the fabrication of
which was made possible in the recent decade thanks to the progress in nanofabri-
cation, provide a sensitive and scalable transduction mechanism that can be used
in biochemical sensing applications. The recognition and quantification of biological
molecules is of great interest for a wide range of applications from environmental
monitoring and hazard detection to early diagnosis of diseases such as cancer and
heart failure.
One major aspect of this dissertation is the development of a sensitive and scalable
biosensor platform based on an optimized array of silicon nitride (SiN) microring res-
onators for multiplexed, rapid, and label-free detection of biomolecules. The photonic
design of the sensor, its nanofabrication process development, surface chemistry, mi-
crofluidics integration, and optical characterization are addressed. The optimization
of the photonic sensor is investigated theoretically and experimentally, and proper
estimates of fundamental figures of merit, such as the limit of detection (LOD) and
false positive rate, are presented.
False positive rate and LOD in bio/chemical resonance-based sensors are deter-
mined by the minimum wavelength shift the system can resolve. I conducted an
extensive investigation of the sources of noise in the sensor system. The investigation
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included experimental measurements of wavelength noise, an evaluation of the ther-
modynamic noise floor of the resonator, and Monte Carlo simulations of the effect of
additive noise. Despite employing a high-end laser in the setup (a New Focus tunable
laser), the dominant noise was found to originate from the wavelength tuning mech-
anism of the tunable laser. Small fluctuations of the wavelength scan speed lead to
deviations in the laser wavelength, which are detrimental for sensitive experiments us-
ing microrings. I proposed and demonstrated an interferometric referencing technique
and an inverse function algorithm that proved to suppress this noise by more than
one order of magnitude down to 3σλ ∼ 120 fm. This technique does not require any
temperature control in the system and operates well at the room temperature. Since
other prominent manufacturers of such tunable lasers, such as Agilent and Santec, use
a similar tuning mechanism1, the interferometric technique proposed here is expected
to improve the accuracy of measurements in a wide variety of characterization setups.
Achieving this level of noise, the next question in the design of the sensor was that
of optimal power level. The higher the power of the light that probes the resonator,
the higher the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the lower the resonance detection
error. However, one would like to use as low of a power as possible, while maintaining
a reasonable LOD and false positive rate. There exists a threshold on the laser power
above which other sources of noise, such as wavelength noise, become dominant and
as a result the benefits from higher powers saturate. Therefore, the optimal design
of the sensor should not surpass this threshold. To find this threshold, analytical
formulas are required to calculate the error in resonance detection with respect to
the additive noise in the system (e.g., shot noise, thermal noise, electronic noise,
etc.) I studied this problem for two common resonance detection methods (absolute
minimum method and the quadratic fit method using linear regression) and formed
closed-form relations for the above-mentioned purpose. The study is based on a
1based on Littman/Metcalf configuration [145]
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rigorous statistical analysis, and the results match the Monte Carlo simulations over
a wide range of parameters. Other outcomes of this study include:
• Clarifying the conditions under which the commonly used figure of merit (FOM =
1/QS) is an accurate measure for resonator optimization and discussing alter-
native figures of merit such as FOM = 1/
√
QS.
• A comparison of the fundamental characteristics of the absolute minimum method
and the linear regression method for resonance detection, and providing guide-
lines to choose between the two with regard to the working conditions of the
sensor.
• Proposing a novel figure of merit based on the curvature of resonance that
unifies the optimization approaches relying on SNR and quality factor. This
figure of merit enables systematic optimization of the sensor parameters, such
as waveguide-resonator coupling.
Another aspect of this dissertation is the development and optimization of nanofab-
rication processes for the realization of the sensor in the SiN platform. Major nanofab-
rication challenges such as electron beam lithography charge-up are explained and
addressed. Furthermore, a simple and effective oxide lift-off protocol using swabbing
is proposed. The technique improves the reliability of lift-off for thin films with poor
adhesion, compared to the conventional techniques using sonication. This method is
promising for a variety of research or commercial applications facing similar adhesion
problems.
The next steps of the sensor realization required surface chemistry and microflu-
idics integration. I developed and optimized two surface chemistry protocols (based on
homobifunctional and heterobifunctional linkers) for PEGylation and NHS-activation
of SiN surfaces. The protocol using the heterobifunctional linker was adopted for fur-
ther experiments owing to its superior repeatability.
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The microfluidic flow cell was integrated using an acrylic holder I designed and
perfected to hold the flow cell and SiN chip together by applying a gentle force. While
providing reasonable sealing (for flow rates up to ∼ 100 µL/min, which is considerably
higher than practical requirements), this structure helped avoid using conventional
bonding techniques for sealing the channels. The majority of general bonding tech-
niques damage the delicate bio-receptor monolayer; but my approach of integration
keeps it intact. The microfluidic flow cells were cast in Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
using an SU-8 mold. For this purpose, I developed a photolithography protocol on
Microtech LW405 Laserwriter tool. This tool has different lens systems and exposes
the resist through a raster scan of custom CAD (computer aided design) patterns.
As a result, it was more flexible in my design phases compared to conventional pho-
tolithography using optical masks.
6.2 Future Directions
6.2.1 Multiple Interferometric Referencing
A promising direction in the continuation of the work presented in this dissertation is
multiple interferometric compensation of wavelength noise. I used a single interferom-
eter here. However, the use of two or more interferometers with different periods helps
increase the reliability of the compensation. For example, an interferometer with a
larger period can be used for coarse tracking of the wavelength, while another inter-
ferometer with a smaller period measures the fine deviations of the laser wavelength.
This combination can further suppress the wavelength noise in the system.
6.2.2 Resonance Detection Error Analysis
I used the linear regression method for fitting a quadratic function to the resonance
lineshape. The linear regression method can be used as well for fitting higher order
polynomials to the lineshape. Following the same rationale I have outlined, it is
possible to derive closed-form relations for the error when higher order polynomials
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are fit to the resonance. This study will be interesting as it can lead to closed-form
relations for a general parametric fit, such as a Lorentzian fit, with an arbitrary Taylor
expansion.
Another possible theoretical direction concerns the error in the absolute minimum
method. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, the resonance detection error in this method
depends on the specific probability distribution function (p.d.f) of noise. However,
as observed in Figure 22, the error for all three noise p.d.fs studied (i.e., Gaussian,
uniform, and Laplacian) converges at a sampling rate of δ/Λ ∼ 0.05. Identifying a
golden sampling rate at which the error is independent of the noise p.d.f provides
further insight into the performance characteristics of this method.
6.2.3 Low-temperature Porous Oxide Coating
I have observed the formation of porous SiO2 when the oxide deposition is performed
at low temperatures. Figure 33a shows a multi-layer structure showing several types
of SiO2. Although larger pores can be created using HF etching, the exposure of
low-temperature SiO2 (deposited by e-beam evaporation or PECVD at 100
oC) to
oxygen plasma results in nanopores observable in an SEM image of the material. My
measurements of a microring sensor covered with the porous oxide formed through
HF exposure showed that this device is sensitive to the changes in ambient humidity,
which makes this device a candidate for humidity sensing [155, 156].
6.2.4 Toxin Detection Using Glycans
In addition to the glycan/lectin pairs discussed here, I performed tests on several other
glycan/lectin pairs. The result of my experiments on a surrogate of Cholera toxin (B
subunit of Cholera toxin, CTB) is reported in Reference [62]; and my experiment on
Concanavalin A in Reference [157]. Using higher orders of multiplexing, the sensor is
readily scalable to accommodate the detection of more proteins or toxins by having a










Figure 33: An SEM of samples with porous SiO2. (a) 1: Thermal oxide, 2: HF-
etched evaporated oxide, 3: Evaporated oxide (by CHA Industries, Inc. e-beam
evaporator), 4: Stoichiometric LPCVD SiN. (b) and (c) HF-etched low-temperature
PECVD oxide.
use of the BioForce Nano-eNabler tool for local printing of the glycans. This printing
tool requires a highly humid chamber for proper printing. However, high humidity
de-activates the NHS functional groups on the microrings. Inkjet printers have been
used for the printing of multiple bio-receptor solutions previously [73]. But, inkjet






Figure 34: (a) The custom-made tubing to fit on the inkjet printer tool. The solution
is fed by a micro-pipette into the tubing. (b) Several drops of a PBS buffer printed
on a SiN surface using the custom-made tubing. (c) Microfluidic flow cells as an
alternative for the local delivery of bio-receptor solutions.
to work properly. To address this issue, I modified the analyte intake section of the
inkjet printer available at the Georgia Tech shared cleanroom facility by replacing
its analyte input channel with a custom tubing through which I could feed small
volumes of the glycan solution (∼ 1 − 10 µL). This custom-made system is shown
in Figure 34a, and the result of printing several drops of a PBS buffer is shown in
Figure 34b.
Another solution to get around the above-mentioned problem is developing mi-
crofluidic flow cells for the delivery of the glycan solutions. The same microfluidic
structure used for analyte delivery can be used for this purpose. I designed and fab-
ricated the mold and PDMS flow cell, and I tested this method with colored water as
shown in Figure 34c. The colors did not mix at least for 12 hours, which shows the
potential of this method for immobilizing multiple types of glycans.
In order for the sensor to be able to accommodate larger panels of glycans, I de-
signed, fabricated, and tested a spectrally/spatially multiplexed sensor. The devices,
shown in Figures 35a-e, have power dividers delivering the light to parallel waveg-
uides. I fabricated the power divider using smooth Y-junctions and also using 3-dB
couplers [158]. Both methods of dividing power worked properly and this structure





Figure 35: Spectrally and spatially multiplexed sensor devices. (a) An SEM of
the device with Y-junction power dividers. (b) A microscope image of the output
waveguides under test. The output laser light scatters to the top at the cleaved
edges of the waveguides. (c) A schematic diagram of a setup with two detectors
simultaneously recording the signal from two parallel waveguides. (d) An enlarged
view of the SEM of the Y-junction power divider. (e) A microscope image of the
device with a 3-dB coupler power divider.
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APPENDIX A
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ABSOLUTE MINIMUM
METHOD
In this appendix, the error resulting from amplitude noise is calculated for absolute
minimum method. I start from the exact form of p.d.f for the error of resonance
detection; derive proper scaling rules under self-similarity assumption of noise p.d.f,
and employ these rules in a parameter-reduction process; and simplify the problem by
discussing different terms of the Taylor expansion of the error. Finally, the asymptotic
behavior of the error is calculated using extreme value theory [159], and a parametric
relation for the error is presented.
The amplitude of the i-th measured sample, Di, is
Di = Ri + ni, (A.1)
where the resonance function Ri is the ideal resonance function (power transmission
of the device) for the wavelength at which the i-th sample is measured, i.e. R(λi). ni
is the amplitude noise of this measurement. The probability of the i-th sample to be

















where the function P (.) denotes the probability that the condition inside the paren-






where p.d.f of the noise is denoted by pn(n).
Assuming a symmetric lineshape and sampling points, and with a minimum point













j 6=iQ(Ri −Rj + ni)pn(ni) dni.
(A.4)
For small-noise cases, where σλ is much smaller than resonance linewidth, the reso-
nance can be approximated by its leading Taylor expansion term. For a Lorentzian
resonance with a normalized amplitude we have






where Λ denotes the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth. Sampling this
function with a resolution (i.e., the wavelength difference between adjacent samples) of
δ results in Ri ≈ (2iδ/Λ)2. The rest of our analysis here is based on the assumption
that the resonance function can be approximated by a quadratic function around
its resonance, which is for instance the case for Lorentzian and Fano resonances
(Although Fano resonance is asymmetric, for small intervals around its extremum












)2(i2 − j2) + n)pn(n) dn. (A.6)
I assume that the noise samples are independent and identically distributed (iid),
and replace ni with n from this point. The three parameters of our interest here are
Λ, σn (noise standard deviation), and δ. It can be seen from Equation A.6 that for
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any arbitrary α > 0,
σλ(Λ, σn, αδ) = α σλ(Λ/α, σn, δ), (A.7)
σλ(Λ, ασn, δ) = σλ(
√
αΛ, σn, δ). (A.8)
In the above equations, the noise p.d.f is assumed to be self-similar for various values
of standard deviation, so that if we scale the standard deviation by α we have p
′
n(n) =
pn(n/α)/α. The scaling rules allow us to reduce the three initial parameters to one
parameter by defining the function σ̄λ as
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we arrive at








2α2 + ... (A.11)
In order for σλ(Λ, σn, δ) to be non-singular at δ → 0, we should have αi = 0 for i > 1.
Therefore, the dominant term in Equation A.11 at the limit of δ → 0, is the second
term:
σλ(Λ, σn, δ) ≈ Λ
√
σnα1. (A.12)
Note that the σλ ∼ Λ
√
σn trend is not limited to a Gaussian noise, although the
parameter α1 does depend on the specifics of the noise distribution. Following a
similar line of discussion, it can be shown that if the first non-zero term is the fourth
order term we would have σλ ∼ Λ 4
√
σn.
According to the above analysis, the behavior of σλ is mainly dominated by Λ and
σn. In the next step, in order to include the smaller effect of δ as well, I let α1 be a
function of δ (normalized to the linewidth Λ) so that:







Finding a general relation for α1 is involved. However, the asymptotic behavior
of α1(δ/Λ) at δ/Λ → 0 provides helpful insight. Although in practice one may
design the system at non-asymptotic regimes of sampling resolution, the study of this
regime reveals the principle trends in σλ, based on which some parametric models can
be proposed to cover both asymptotic and non-asymptotic regimes accurately. The
importance of these parametric models is discussed in Section 4.3.1.
Let us assume that the resonance function is densely sampled so that δ  Λ, σλ.
Now consider the case of doubling the sampling density. We can assume that each
single sample will be replaced by a bundle of two adjacent samples, δ/2 apart in their
wavelength. Within each bundle represented by {Di and Di+1}, we can discard the
larger sample, because the larger sample will not be the absolute minimum of the
whole data set. Since δ  Λ, we have Ri ' Ri+1. So, the same argument for D can
be extended to the noise because Di = Ri + ni. That is to say, within each bundle,
the sample with larger noise (ni or ni+1) will be discarded; and I only keep the sample
with smaller noise as the dominant sample of the bundle. The dominant noise of this
bundle will then be a random variable defined as nmin(2) = min{ni, ni+1}. As a result,
doubling the sampling resolution (as far as σλ is concerned) is equivalent to replacing
the distribution function of n with that of nmin(2) (without doubling the sampling
resolution). Similar argument can be made for the case of an m-fold increase in the
sampling resolution: changing the sampling resolution from δ to δ/m is equivalent to
replacing pn(n) with pN(n), which is the p.d.f of the random variable N defined as
the minimum of m iid random variables with a p.d.f of pn(n).
According to extreme value theory, for any well-behaved [160] p.d.f pn(n), there









m n+ bm)→ G(n) , e−e
−n
, (A.14)
where Qn and QN are defined according to Equation A.3 for the noise (n), and for
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the minimum of a bundle of m noise samples (N). In general, G(n) is the cumula-
tive distribution function of one of three well known extreme distributions : Gumbel,
Frechet, Weibull. However, for the majority of noise statistics of practical interest,
G(n) is the Gumbel distribution as defined in Equation A.14. Thus,




Note that the σλ on the left corresponds to any arbitrary distribution function within
Gumbel domain of attraction [159], while the σG,λ on the right corresponds to that
for a Gumbel distribution. Using Equations A.7 and A.8 we have












To simplify the relations, I define:
k , m
√
am ≈ A1m1+ε1 , (A.17)
with which Equation A.16 turns to




σG,λ(Λ, σn, kδ). (A.18)
This relation is important as it expresses the scaling behavior of σλ with δ. Changing
the sampling resolution from δ to δ/k scales σλ with 1/
√
am, where m ≈ A2k1+ε2 ≈












A, B, and ε parameters depend on the noise statistics. I will use this parametric







Simultaneous presence of multiple active molecules in the solution results in a com-
petition among them in binding to the recognition elements. Here a simple model of
the dynamics of the binding is presented. For every binding site containing a single
glycan; G; n different lectins; L1, ..., Ln; compete for binding. Changes in the number







where ka,i and kd,i are association and dissociation constants for this glycan(G)/lectin(Li)
pair. Ci is the concentration of the lectin Li, andG is total number of glycan molecules
available on the surface. Represented in matrix form, we have:
d
dt

























At steady state, rearranging this formula yields
GL(∞) = A−1BG. (B.3)
Since different lectins have different masses, the resonance shift (which is the observ-
able here) is approximately a weighted sum of the number of bound glycan/lectin
pairs (GLi), with the weights proportional to the molecular mass of the lectin. The





where Mi is the molecular mass of the lectin Li and δλ1Da is the resonance shift per
one Dalton of bound mass (∼ 1 am). I assume the volume of the molecule linearly
depends on its molecular mass, and that the refractive index is almost uniform over
the volume of the molecule. As a result, the resonance shifts linearly with the captured
mass. At steady state, Equation (B.4) can be further simplified using Equation (B.2)
to
R(∞) = δλ1Da M GL(∞) = δλ1Da M A−1 B G, (B.5)
M = [M1 ... Mn]
This formula is then used to calculate the expected resonance shift in terms of con-
centrations (which appear in the definitions of A and B).
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